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ABSTRACT 

Tht r«iult of a design study of a microwave antenna lysttm for the Boeing KC-135 
aircraft it presented.   The antenna is an upward-looking, steerabU, high-gain 
antenna for very~long-range, two-way communications, using signals relayed by 
satellites (active or passive) or scattered hy belts of orbiting chaff.   Critical antenna 
design problems connected with the very-high average transmitter power and the 
very-low receiver noise figure are considered in detail. 

The bulk of the effort reported herein has been devoted to: 

1) A rigorous analysis of the microwave antenna noise temperaKre at altitude. 

2) The design of a low-noise, low-loss antenna receiving system and of a high-power 

transmitting system. 

3) The design of an antenna-pointing system with an accuracy commensurate with the 
antenna half-beamwidth of 2.5 degrees 

4) A site survey of the KC-135 for the best location for the antenna and a study 
to determine structural requirements created by the new antenna installation. 

5) The design of an optimum radome based on a compromise between electrical and 
and aerodynamic considerations. 

6) The design of a three-axis antenna mount and tracking drive system. 

7) The instaiiaHon design of the maser receiver and the high-power transmitter unit. 

8) The design of electrical and equipment cooling systems. 

9) H'gh-power testing of microwave components. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.0        Purpose 

The design study conducted for an airborne high-gain antenna mountlng-and-control 
system which can be used for tracking a fixed object located In the hemisphere 
above the local aircraft horizontal Is described In this report.   The antenna is to 
be directed at the object throughout all conditions of the flight, including tho e 
Induced by pitch, roll and yaw.   The positioning of the antenna is to be derived 
from aircraft navigation and stabilization equipment as well as from accurate 
knowledge of the position of the object.   The minimum height of the object 
Is assumed to be 1500 miles.   System requirements and suggested approaches are 
stated In the original Request for Proposal  26/ and In the responding Proposal      . 

Contractually, the work was divided Into two phases: 

Phase I:        Conduct a study to define a design approach and determine what system 
capability can be accomplished and report the results of this study to 
the Communication Sciences Laboratory, AFRD, for approval. 

Phase il: Upon approval of Phase I, prepare a complete set of drawings and 
specifications sufficient to effect procurement of the system com- 

ponents and to Install the system on a KC-135 airplane. 

The transmitter, a 10-kw cw klystron power amplifier operated at 8350+ 50 mc, is 
being developed by Vanan Associates, Palo Alto, California.   The first stage of 
the receiver, a helium-cooled, closed-loop, maser amplifier operated at 7750 
± 50 mc. Is being developed by Hughes Research Laboratory, Mallbu Beach, 
California.   The receiver noise temperature Is expected to be near 20oK.   Because 
of the requirements imposed by the very-high transmitter power and the very-low 
receiver noise figure, few existing components and no subsystems are suitable 
for use In the system. 

2.0       History 

The past decade has seen long forward strides In long-haul radio communications: 
tropospheric scatter, ionospheric-meteor scatter, and satellite (active and passive) 
communications.   With each of these steps, the question arises, "Will it work 
on aircraft?" and each time the answer is found by exhaustive field tests— 
tests instrumented by equipment designed for the propagation mode of Interest, 
within the limits of present knowledge. 

Superscripts refer to listed references in the bibliography (Section IV) of this report. 
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A number of model of point-to-point communication vlo lotelltte have been con- 
ceived; each have their advocate»: 

Active satellite 
Paulve satellite 
Dipole belt 

(CourlMr) 

(Echo) 
(Needles) 

For instantaneous communications, sender and receiver loth focus energy on a commoi 
relay point above their own local horizons. Optimum fiiquency for satellite relay 
Is near the atmospheric "window" at 5 Icmc, In this band high-gain antennas are 
required to offset path losses. When one terminal is aboard on aircraft, complications 
arise due to the Instability and mobility of the platform ind the problem becomes one 
of achieving sufficient pain, yet pointing the antenna accurately enough in flight 
to realize the design antenna gain. 

Conventional microwave installations on aircraft are now mainly limited to radar— 
search, fire-control, weather—with low-average power (50-500 watts)and receiver 
noise temperatures of 500-2000oK.   Novel problems connected with the high 
average transmitter power and low receiver noise are thormal in character; thermal 
breakdown of components by the transmitter, thermal noise in the receiver.   These 
demand careful attention in the antenna system design. 
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II       DISCUSSION 

1.0     Syitem Concep> 

The basic elements of the airborne antenna system are the radome, antenna and 
antenna feed, antenna mount and servo system, computer and pointing system, 
electrical system, and cooling system.   Most iteerable microwave antenna 
systems employ altazimuth mounts   in which the antenna is fed through rotary 
joints at the motion axes.   A search has revealed neither a suitable mount 
system nor a waveguide rotary joint that will handle 10 kw cw power-and have 
a bandwidth of from 7.7 to 8.4 kmc.   Proposals from several electronic firms 
have indicated the feasibility of developing a 10-kw rotary joint but with 
bandwidth of only I percent. 

To minimize the noise within the antenna system, the maser receiver should be 
located as close as possible to the antenna feed.   Since a rotary joint will 
increase the noise temperature of the receiving system and since the development 
of such a joint to operate at both the transmit and receive frequencies is 
difficult, rhe antenna feed system should be designed so that no rotary joints 
ore necessary at the front end of the receiver.   Several antenna system 
configurations were considered: 

1) Receiver attaches to and moves with the antenna, the transmitter unit is 
stationary and located in the aircraft cabin (needs three high-power rotary 
joints). 

2) Receiver and transmitter tube attach to and move with the antenna; power 
supply and cooling unit are stationary (eliminates rotary joints but needs 
high-power DC slip rings and flexible cables). 

3) Receiver and transmitter tube attach to and move with the antenna; power 
supply rotates with the antenna platform along the vertical axis (eliminates 
high-power DC slip rings but needs slip rings for primary AC power). 

The feasibility of each configuration was discussed with Hughes Research 
Laboratory (receiver contractor), Vorlan Associates (transmitter contractor) 
and the ARDC contracting officers. 

System configuration No. I was chosen because the last two configuration have 
the following disadvantages:   (Fig. I.I) 

1) The radome must be either pressurized or pressure containers provided for the 
transmitter tube. 

2) A mass many times that of the antenna must be moved. 

3) The equipment placed in the radome is inaccessible for servicing and 
maintenance in flight. 
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Since tubttanHolly hemispheric coverage It required, the antenna muit be 
located on the top centerllne of the aircraft.   Studies have shown the optimum 
location to be station 670.   This choice Is a compromise between aerodynamic 
consideration, and minimum airframe-beam inrerference. 

The shape of the radome was chosen as a compromise between good electrical 
characteristics (hemispheric) and minimum effect on aircraft performance 
(long and low).   A length-to-height tatlo of 3 to I was chosen(39"H x SS'W x 114"Li 
Such a shape and sire will reduce the aircraft range by 10 percent but will have 
an overall average power transmission of about 96 percent.   The maximum 
boreslght error will be less than one-half degree for any antenna look angle. 
A single sandwich wall with honeycomb core construction was chosen for the 
radome design.   To reduce dielectric heating of the radome by the 10-kw power 
output from the antenna, Emerson and Cuming ECCO-L-65 low-loss laminating 
resin was used for radome material.   A sample of a laminate using this resin was 
tested and found to exhibit satisfactory electrical properties up to 300*F.   It 
was determined that a sandwich wall construction using ECCO-L-65 resin with a 
rain erosion coating could handle a maximum power density of 90 watts per 
square inch.   Maximum calculated power density at the radome is 70 watt/Inch2 

(Fig. 5.1). 
No stabilized platform was used.   The drive mechanism has the following motion 
capability: continuous 360* in azimuth, minus 25* to plus 120° (30* past 
vertical) in elevation, and a 180° change in antenna polarization.   Antenna 
pointing commands are supplied to fhe drive servo-motors by a digital computer 
which computes the desired antenna angle from stored data on the "satellite or 
orbiting belt" position and attitude sensed from existing aircraft systems. 

A tronsmit-receive waveguide switch located at the back of the parabolic dish 
connects the antenna to the transmitter or receiver us selected by the operator; 
switching time is approximately 50 milliseconds.   The maser amplifier, the local 
oscillator and the first IF stage are mounted on a gimbol supporting the antenna 
to avoid any rotary joints between the antenna an^ this stage of the receiver. 
Conventional rigid waveguide with rotary joints at the motion axes connects the 
TR switch to the transmitter unit in the aircraft cabin. 

The maser receVer power supply, the first IF signal, the elevation and polarization 
pointing command are channeled through a multi-terminal, slip-ring assembly 
located along the vertical shaft within the cabin.   The maser compressor is 
cooled by the transmitter cooling unit through a specially designed doughnut 
liquid rotary joint and tubing. 

A 1/3 scale mock-up of the antenna and maser receiver arrangement is shown on 
Figures 1.2 and 1.3.   However, this is not the final configuration. 
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2.0     Anttnf^o Syttem 

2.1        Antenna Design 

Antenna configuraHcjr, such as luneberg lens, linear arrays, parabolic 
dishes were investigated.   The requirements of a complete upper hemisphere 
coverage necessitates the use of either a paraboloid antenna or a two- 
dimensional linear array.   However, for simplicity in the feed system, 
a paraboloid antenna was chosen.   The following antenna specifications 
were selected as a result of the antenna noise-tempera tu re study and are 
compatible with the condition of the contract: 

1) Frequency of operation 

2) Minimum gain 

3) Minimum sidelobe 

4) Power handling capacity 

5) Antenna polarization 

6) Waveguide 

7.7to8.4l<mc 

30 db 

-25 db 

10 kw cw 100% duty cycle 

linear, adjustable 

RG-5I/U 

7) Antenna feed as short as possible for minimum loss. 

Inquiries to leading microwave antenna manufacturers such as Dalmo- 
Victor, Meipar Inc., Diamond Antenna and Microwave Corporations, 
Technical Application Corporation, Hughes Aircraft Company, and others 
have indicated that no off-the-shelf antennas can meet the above 
specifications and that a developmental program will be required to 
produce such anantenna. 

Several low-sidelobe antenna-feed techniques were investigated.   An 
existing Boeing chlavln-feed paraboloid antenna has -28 to -30 db side- 
lobes, but the tapering section of the feed cannot withstand 10 kw cw 
power.   The same is true for Dalmo-Victor back-to-back feed paraboloid 
antenna for search-and-track radar.    A type of cassegrain paraboloid 
antenna which evolved from the low-noise hoghorn antenna can be 
designed for better than -25 db sidelobe and better than 50 db front-to- 
back ratio.   The feed is a circular waveguide which is capable of handling 
10 kw cw power, operating on a TE|| mode.   This type of antenna was 
developed at the RCA Victor Co. Ltd.,' Montreal, Quebec and found to be 
a wide-band, low-reflection coefficient antenna.   A similar antenna is 
currently being used in the Bell Telephones1 TJ Relay Radio System.^ 
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For low lidelobe, o 2-foot parabolic dlih is needed for an antenna wWi a 
minimum of 30 db gain and 5* x 5* beam at 7.7 kmc.   However, to 
decrease spill-over a 26-Inch dish was used.   Using the design In 
reference (I) with a 30-db Taylor aperture distribution (Ref. 3), a 
cassegrain-type paraboloid antenna was designed.   Because of the 
aperture blocking effect of the central reflector the sldelobe level Is 
expected to increase from -30 db to -26 db. 

The antenna feed is a straight section of circular waveguide which 
supports a TE|| mode.   A transition section Is used to connect the circular 
waveguide feed to the rectangular RG-5I/U waveguide.   Two capacitlve 
screws located near the circular-to-rectangular transition section are 
used for antenna tuning.   Additional tuning can be accomplished by 
adjusting a movable slug at the central reflector.   A 0.03-inch thick 
teflon pressurizing cap Is located at the feed aperture. 

Figure 2.1.1 is a sketch of the antenna with the dimensions labeled. 
The design details of the antenna reflectors and the antenna feed are 
shown in Appendix A. 
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2.2 Egolvolent-Antenna ond Feed-Sy«»em Nolle femptrohjf 

The MntittvUy of an ont«nna lyttem is detcrnnned by f!i6 noli« power received by 
the antenna from if» turroundings and by the ■ oUe cf the receiver connected to it. 
The noise in an ordinary mlcrowov« receiver i much h ghur than the noiie received 
by the antenna.   Consequently, receiver noi-e bee im» i a dominant factor In deter- 
mining system sensitivity.   However, with thu advt nt >f hw-noise receivers such as 
maser and reactance amplifier, antenna noli«; beccme? comparable to or lower than 
receiver noise.   Therefore, an exact knowieJge of th« artenna noise is vital since 
It may determine the overall sensitivity of tfie system 

The antenna noise temperature at microwave frequencies is caused almost exclusively 
by thermal energy originating from an exchange of rodlafion with the medium In 
which the antenna is embedded.   If the antenna U in thermal equilibrium with its 
surroundings, its equivalent temperature can be expressed as: 

V-j—- f G (0,0) T (0,0) dyi 

where GIO-^) is the directional-antenna gain function and T(o-,0) is the diiectlona 
effective temperature.   The three-dimensional Integral of Equation (I) can be 
replaced by a two-dimensional sum of the following form: 

'A        I Ti Gi 

TD IM4 L-R] 

TT 

where Gi TIT         and Tj are average gai'i figures and temperature in 

the direction of interval angled Ö 

in order to evaluate the equivalent antenna temperature, T^, it is necessary to 
determine the values of Tj contributed by radiation from sources outside and within 
the atmosphere. 

2.2.1       Sources of Noise 

Thfl noise in a high-gain antenna oriented skyward can be classified into two 
sources:   that from outside the atmosphere and that from within the atmosphere. 
The sun, the moon, the planets, the stars, the interstellar hydrogen and the center 
of the galaxy are the sources of noise from outside the atmosphere.   The oxygen and 
water vapor that attenuate microwaves are sources of noise within the atmosphere. 
With the exception of the sun and the moon, noise from extraterrestlal bodies is 
negligible at centimeter wavelengths. 

I)  Noise from the Sun: 

The variability of solar noise depends strongly on the radio wavelength.^  For 
waves shorter than 2 to 3 cm, the intensity is steady and undisturbed; for waves 
between 3 and 60 cm, often called the decimeter range, disturbances occur 
frequently and are more intensive near sunspot maximum.   At optical and milli- 
meter wavelengths, the radiation follows closely that expected from a black body 
at 6000oK.o    At 8 kmc, however, the radiation from the sun is that expected 
from a body at 30,000oK (Appendix B). 
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2) Noi$« from the Moon and Planeh: 

Estimates or measurements of lunar noise temperature vary from a value of 
I50#K at 400 mc9 to about 2(X)•  280oK at 24 kmc^ and 35 kmc. N 
The noise temperature of planets Venus, Jupiter and Mars at 3 and 9 cm 
wavelengths is on the order of l0K or less'2 and that of Saturn is less than 
o.rK13 

3) Noise from the Stars 

Noise from the stars can be grouped into two classes: (I) that from discrete 
sources such as Cassiopeia A, Cygnus A, Taurus A, Virgo A, and (2) that 
from a generally diffuse background in which a maximum occurs along the 
galactic plane and a minimum towards the galactic poles.'^    The noise 
from the galaxy decreases markedly wifh increasing frequency; on long 
wavelengths, the maximum emissions correspond to an enclosure at I00/000,K/ 

but at centimeter wavelengths, it falls below measurable limits.   The 
maximum galactic noise temperature at I kmc is about 38*K, and is less than 
1° K above 5 kmc. 

4) Noise from Interstellar Hydrogen 

Hydrogen radiation is limited to a single wavelength of 21-cm and is unimport- 
ant as a source of interference at other wavelengths. 

5) Noise Due to Oxygen and Water Vapor in the Atmosphere 

At microwavelengths, the noise from within the atmosphere is due to absorption 
by oxygen and water molecules, and Is greatly dependent on the elevation 
angle of the antenna beam.   Both noise and attenuation are minimum when 
the antenna is pointing at the zenith and increase as the beam drops toward 
the horizon.   The water vapor density is about 10 Qf/m2 a* sea leve' and 
decreases to a negligible amount at altitudes greater than 5 km or 16,500 
feet. I6 

At ground level, the antenna noise temperature due to oxygen and water 
vapor varies from 50K to I650K as the zenith      angle  Increases from 0* 
to 90°. At40,000 ft, the noise temperature varies from TK to 340K as the 
antenna scans from 0° to 90° (Appendix C). 
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2.2.3 

6)   NOIMI from Other Sources! 

The extreme short-wave end of the radio spectrum below about 30 cm li 
relatively free from man-made Interference, and lightning-discharge noise 
does not present a significant problem at wavelengths shorter than 2 or 3 
meters.   The earth Is a hot body of 288°K, Its temperature is higher than 
that of the sky.   However, If the antenna main beam Is not directed toward 
the earth and If the fuselage or the wing of an aircraft Is used as a shielding 
for an air-borne antenna, the noise from the direction of the earth is greatly 
reduced. 

2.2.2      System Losses 

To minimize the noise within the antenna system, the maser receiver is located as 
close as possible to the antenna feed.   An estimate of the antenna noise temper- 
ature due to internal losses follows: 

Component 

Radome 

Antenna dish 

Antenna feed loss 

TR Switch 

Total Noise Temperature 

Loss in Percent 
of 290° K 

5% 

1% 

2% 

1% 

Equivalent Noise 
Temperature 

U.S'K 

2.9 

5.8 

2.9 

Total 26.IV 

For a high-gain antenna at 8 lane, the noise temperature due to radiation from 
extraterrestial bodies such as the stars, the planets, and the galaxy is neglible. 
The noise from the sun and the moon may be a source of trouble, but is of a 
limited nuisance type, occurring only when  the main antenna beam is pointed in 
the direction of the offending body.   Since the sun and the moon as observed at 
the earth have an angular diameter of about 0.5 degrees, the noise rise is of a 
temporary or transient nature in satellite communications.   Calculations of solar 
noise temperature are presented in Appendix B. 

Noise due to oxygen and water vapor in the atmosphare is greatly dependent on the 
elevation angle of the antenna beam and on the altitude of the airborne antenna.   A 
rigorous analysis of the noise temperature at sea level and at altitudes up to 50 
kilometers is presented in Appendix C.   The results at 40,000 feet, at 20,000 feet 
and at sea level are presented in Table 2.2.1. 
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Table 2.2.1 NOISE TEMPERATURE DUE TO OXYGEN AND 
WATER VAPOR IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

ALTITUN ÄNTENKlA ZWItH ANÖLfe 

0* W1 80* es1 W 

Sea Level 
20,000 ft. 
40,000 ft. 

2.53 
1.13 

IÖ.24 
5.27 
2.49 

14.21 
6.7 

53.3 
25.8 
11.5 

165.7 
72.25 
34.1 

The antenna-no i»e temperature contributed by the atmosphere, by the hot earth and by 
the sun is evaluated in Appendix D.   The results of a typical -25 db sidelobe 2-foot 
paraboloid antenna at 8 kmc are tabulated in Table 2.2.2. 

Table 2.2.2 TOTAL ANTENNA AND SYSTEM NOISE 
TEMPERATURE AT 8 KMC 

ALTITUDE 40,000 ft. 

ANTENNA ZENITH ANGLE   0°      85* 90* 

NOISE SOURCE 

1. Atmospheric and 
Ground Emission 

2. Solar Radiation * 

3. System loss 

l.20K   14.6     32.V 2.7       35.3 60.6 

4.0       4.0      4.C 

26.1     26.1       26 

Total noise temperature 31.3     44.7      63.C 

20,000 ft. Sea Level 

0°      85#    90° 

4.0       4.0    4.0 

26.1      26.1   26.1 

32.8    65.4 90.7 

0-      35*      90° 

5.3      73.6   116.6 

4.0       4.0      4.0 

26.1     26.1     26.1 

35.4    103.7 146.7" K 

* The solar noise is the radiation intercepted by the first -25 db sidelobe. 
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2.2.4 AuumpHoro used in the Nolie Calculation 

1) No IM Temperature Due to Solar Radiation (Appendix B) 

At 8 kmc and from a disturbed sun, the solar noise-power density on the 
earth was estimated at five times that of a black-body at 6000°K. 
Because of the excessive temperature increase when the main lobe Is directed 
toward the sun, only the solar noise that it Intercepted by the first -25 db 
sidelobe was considered. 

2) Noise Temperature Due to Atmospheric and Ground Emission (Appendix C) 

At 8 kmc, the noise temperature from atmospheric emission is mainly due to 
oxygen and water vapor.   The first 50 kilometers of the atmosphere were 
considered in the calculation.   Beyond this altitude, the temperature contribut- 
ion is negligible; and beyond 5 kilometers, almost no water vapor exists. 
For noise-temperature calculation at high altitudes, the power absorption 
coefficient was assumed to be directly proportional to the atmospheric   density. 

3) Total Equivalent Antenna Noise Temperature (Appendix D) 

The antenna noise temperature due to atmospheric and ground emission was 
evaluated by determining the average temperature of the medium in which 
the beam is pointing, the average is weighted by the gain function of the 
antenna.   The airframe acts as a shield for the antenna from the ground 
emission.   The airframe reflectivity is assumed to be 90%.   The temperature 
contribution was evaluated at each 5-degree interval. 

2.2.5 Conclusion 

It is concluded that the Increase of antenna noise temperature at 8 kmc is 
almost entirely due to oxygen and water vapor in the atmosphere and to radiation 
from the hot earth.   Extra-terrestial noise from discrete sources such as the sun, 
the moon, and the stars will generally be only a limited nuisance type. Since 
the satellite is orbiting the earth at a very high speed, the time when trouble 
may be experienced should be small.   The sun will be the worst offender, 
however, the computer should be able to determine the exact time when trouble 
may be expected, so that allowances may be made. 

Because of the high noise temperature when the antenna is pointing close to 
the horizon it would be more difficult to communicate with the satellite at an 
angle greater than 85° from the zenith.   At 40,000 feet, the antenna system 
noise temperature is 3i.39K when the antenna is pointing at the zenith and is 
44.70K when It is pointing at an angle approximately 5* from the horizon. 
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The lyiNm louei on the trammlffer tide ti not o critical factor because 
sufficient transmltfer power Is available.   However, components of minimum 
loss are considered In the design to save power and reduce heating. 

2.3 High-Power Components 

One   of the major problems in the Experimental Airborne Antenna System Is the 
availability of system components that can withstand 10 kw cw power.   RG-5I/Ü 
liquid-cooled waveguide was proven capable of handling more than 10 kw cw 
power, and Is used in the entire system.   Other high-power components that 
are needed are waveguide switches, waveguide rotary joints, waveguide flanges, 
pressurizing windows, and antenna feed. 

2.3. 

BAC 1346 I R3 

*•••■ 

Transmit-Receive Waveguide Switches 

Several commercial high-power waveguide switches have been investigated. 
Some of them show capability of handling 10 kw power, however, only two 
switches were tested by Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California.   One of 
the switches was manufactured by Bogort Mfg. Corp., Brooklyn, New York 
and the other by Sivers Lab, Stockholm, Sweden.   Both switches can withstand 
as much as 20 kw cw power.    Bogart's switch was chosen for this system because 
its temperature rise is not as fast as Sivers' switch under the same operating 
condition.   The specifications of the Bogart waveguide switch follows: (Fig. 2.3.3) 

Electrical Specifications; 

Frequency Range 7.05 to 10.00 kmc 

VSWR 1.10 maximum 

Insertion Loss Less than 0.1 db 

Ave. Power 25kw 

Isolation 60 db min. 

Switching Time 0.05 seconds 

Mechanical Specifications: 

Weight 4 pounds (approx.) 

Safe Pressure 35P.S.I.G. 

Other switching schemes such as ferrite switches or diplexers are either too 
lossy or incapable of handling 10-kw cw -power. 
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2.3.2 Waveguide Rotary Joints 

Intensive investigation was conducted to establish that design and manufacturer 
of a high-power, low loss rotary joint is within the present state-of-the-art. 
Several electronic companies have shown their capability of designing a high- 
power rotary joint that will meet Boeing specifications.   Most conventional 
waveguide-rotary joints fall under two types: 

I.   TE-TEM-TE Coaxial Transition - A common coaxial probe transition 
is used to transfer power between two rectangular waveguide sections 
by means of symmetrical TEM mode.   Because of the small diameter 
of the center conductor and the presence of dielectric support in the 
transition section, this type of joint has a low cw power rating.   Its 
bandwidth, however, is very wide. 

- • 

2.   TE-TM-TE Circular Cavity Transition - A circular TM mode cavity is 
used as a transition.   The joint uses no dielectrics and therefore has 
a much higher cw power rating than the coaxial type.   However, the 
transition section has a very narrow bandwidth. 

High-power test of the two types of rotary joint at Boeing, proves that only the 
second type (TE-TM -TE) can withstand high cw power with an insertion loss of 
less than 0.2 db.   However the narrow bandwidth characteristics of its transition 
precludes the use of the joint at both the receive and transmit frequencies. 
Consequently, rotary joints are employed only on the transmitter side of the 
antenna system.   The test result of both types of rotary joint at 9500 mc is compiled 
in Appendix E. 

Demornay-Bonardi and the Diamond Antenna and Microwave Corporations have 
indicated that one of their coaxial-type rotary joints can be modified to meet 
Boeing's specifications, but that no X-band high power is available to them for 
testing.   Demornay Bonardi sent a coaxial-type 7.05-10.00 kmc rotary joint to 
Boeing for testing.   Upon application of one kilowatt cw power at 9500 mc for a 
duration of three minutes, iUe center conductor of the joint melted and the 
teflon support charred. 

Associated industries, Airtron, Kearfott, Thorson, Technicraft and Raytheon 
companies have submitted proposals for developing a TE-TM-TE mode type, 
10-kw rotary joint for use with RG-5I/U.   The quoted maximum VSWR and the 
maximum insertion loss are about 1.15:1 and 0.2 db at 8350 mc with I to 2% 
bandwidth.   The developmental cost ranges from $4,000.00 to $20,000.00. 

A TE-TM-TE mode, aluminum, rotary joint to be used with RG-5I/U was received 
from Premier Microwave Corporation, Port Chester, New York.   This joint is 
designed to operate at 9300 mc.   Measurements at Boeing showed that the dissipative 
loss (scattering-coefficient method) is about 0.1 db.   The joint was subjected to 
about 10-kw cw-power at 9500 mc for a period of 30 minutes.   The temperature 
rise of the joint was maintained at l2(fF with an air blower directed at the joint. No 
effect on the electrical or physical characteristics of the joint was observed after 
the test,   (Appendix E).   Premier has assured Boeing that similar type of joint can bk 
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designed to operate at 8350 ♦ 50»nc. For this frequency range, the diameter of 
the circular transition section will be Increased by 10 to 12%.   For pressurizatlon, 
a high temperature seal can be inserted. 

In view of extensive contacts with leading microwave manufactures, and of 
high-power tests at Boeing, it is concluded that rotary joints suitable for this 
system can be supplied by industry at reasonable time and cost. 

2.3.3 Waveguide Flanges 

Varlan Associates has designed and tested a waveguide flange successfully up to 
20 kw cw power.   This flange is essentially a standard UG-5I/U cover flange with 
an O-ring groove similar to the O-ring groove used on UG-52A/U choke flange. 
The area outside the O-ring groove was undercut to insure contact at the desired 
surfaces.   This flange will be used throughout the system. 

2.3.4 Pressurizing Windows and Caps 

Pressurizing windows are needed in the antenna system.   The window located in the 
circular antenna feed must pass both the transmit and receive frequencies therefore, 
a non-resonant window must be used.   In addition, it must withstand 10-kw cw 
power without dielectric thermal breakdown or voltage breakdown at an altitude 
of 40,000 feet.   For high cw power applications, high-density ceramic bodies 
such as pure beryllium oxide are suitable for window materials, and are so used 
in power klystrons.   Because of the high dielectric constant of ceramics, a non- 
resonant X-band window would have to be in the order of 0.01  In -thick^ 
(Fig.2.3.1).   Ceramics at this thickness are fragile and may rupture at relatively 
low pressure. .In addition, a thin window inside the guide would leave the mouth 
of feed horn unpressurized and subject to voltage breakdown at altitude.   A second 
choice of window material is low-loss teflon dielectric.   However, a high-power 
test at Boeing showed that a piece of 0.06 inch thick teflon window placed inside 
a RG-52/U waveguide started to melt when subjected to approximately 10-kw cw 
power at 9500 mc.   The melting of the teflon Is due to dielectric heating and is 
concenhated in the central region of the waveguide where the electric field is 
maximum.   Test results are shown in Appendix F. 

Varian Associates has operated a half-wave resonant ceramic window in a 1.25- 
inch circular waveguide at 20 kw cw power with 15 psig of dry nitrogen on one 
side and sea level air pressure on the other side.   The window material was high- 
purity alumina AL-300, made by Western Gold and Platinum Company, Belmont, 
California.   However, Varian advised that this window will not withstand voltage 
breakdown at pressure equivalent to 40,000 feet altitude. 
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As an alternative, a 0.03-inch thick hemiipherical teflon cap placed at the 
aperture of the circular antenna feed will be used instead of a conventional 
window.   Ai the cap It located outside the feed, the power incident on it will 
be more evenly distributed and any heat generated in the cap can be dissipated 
into space.   The cap was tested for voltage breakdown with sea level pressure 
on one side and 90,000 feet altitude air pressure on the other side.   No breakdown 
occurred at a power level of about 50-kw (0.002 duty-cycle).   The VSWR 
introduced by the cap is 1.13 (Fig. 2.3.1). 

No iO-kw cw-power was available for testing the dielectric heating of the teflon cap. 
To simulate these heating conditions, a 0.03 in.-thick Tenlte cap was subjected 
to 90 watts average power at 8100 mc for a duration of one hour.   Tenite was 
selected because it has the same softening temperature as teflon but 200 times as 
lossy (tan5=0.03).   No deformation of the cap was observed.   There was a slight 
increase in temperature in the Tenite, however, the heat generated can be readily 
dissipated by the air cooling system in the radome.   The degree of dielectric heating 
generated in the Tenite material is approximately that of teflon of same thickness 
if subjected to 18-kw power.   The validity of this simulation test must be verified 
by actual testing of the teflon cap at 10-kw cw power. 

Figure 2.3.2 is a sketch of the pressurizing teflon cap and mount assembly.   The 
mount is also a part of the circular feed and is screwed into the rest of the feed. 
This arrangement facilitates replacement of the teflon cap In case of damage.   This 
cap can be machined easily and requires no special tooling. 

Some of the peripheral investigations related to this project is lisred in Appendix O. 
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3.0 Antenno Mount ond Sorvo Drive System. 

3.1 Requirements ond Design Crlterlo 

The KC-135 microwave communication antenna covered by fhii contract has a 
5* x 5° half-power beamwidth and requires a pointing computer and servo drive 

system for accurate tracking of the orbiting satellite or "needles belt".   The 

satellite or "needles belt" will be used as the microwave scatterer for long range 
communication.   A summary of "Pro|ect Needles" techniques is given In Appendix 
F.   It Is important to achieve and maintain antenna-pointing and stabilization errors 
that are sufficiently small to realize full antenna gai n.   The antenna mount and 
drive system must enable the antenna to be directed at the object throughout all 
conditions of the flight, including those induced by loll, pitch and yaw.   The 
minimum height of the object is assumed to be 1500 miles.   The frequency response 
of the servo drive system must therefore be adequate to cope with the random yaw, 
pitch and roll perturbations of the aircraft, with the relative satellite movement 
and with suddenly applied bank angles. 

3.1.1    Criteria for Drive System Rating 

a . Random yaw,pitch and roll perturbations of the aircraft.   The antenna will 
be directed at the object throughout all conditions of the flight. Including 
those induced by roll, pitch and yaw.   Gust-probability data from reference 
(22) indicate that 99.8% of the time a 10-ft/sec root-mean-square gust 
velocity, described as "servere turbulence approaching thunderstorm activity", 
will not be exceeded (Fig. 3.1).   A 10 ft/sec RMS gust velocity corresponds 
to the following aircraft angular motions (Fig. 3.2): 

Plane 

Roll 
Pitch 
Yaw 

RMS Displacement 

1.45 deg. 
0.87 
0.5 

RMS Velocity 

0.95 deg/sec 
0.85 
0.65 

Frequency 

0.105 c.p.s. 
0.156 
0.208 

All data are valid only at the center of gravity (eg) of the airplane, because at 
other locations additional vibrations due to airplane flexibility exist.   However, 
the platform will be installed on top of the fuselage near the eg, and these 
vibrations will therefore be negligible. 

During a more recent flight survey on the effect of gust and clear turbulence 
conditions on the aircraft structure, the KC-135 31-18 model was exposed to extreme 
conditions of 30 ft/sec vertical, and 20 ft/sec lateral gusts.   Pitch-and yaw- 
rate meters were installed, and at peak pitch-and yaw-rates of comparable peak 
amplitudes these rates would correspond to pitch and yaw frequencies of 0.3 and 
1.0 c.p.s. respectively. 
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b. Sotelli»« movement.   The maximum rote of movement of the pointing vector 
tracking a satellite in free orbit at a minimum height of 1500 mllei, for an 
orbit velocity of 20 kfp$. 

c. Suddenly applied bank angles. Bank angles will In general not exceed 30 
degrees, and the rate of application will not exceed 10 degrees per second 
in coordinated turns. 

Clearly, the criterion for the antenna drive system power rating is determined 
by the random yaw, pitch and roll perturbations of the aircraft.   A minimum 
speed of about 2 rpm is required to enable the antenna to be directed at a 
satellite whilst the aircraft is being banked. 

3.1.2 System Selection (Azimuth and Elevation Channels) 

Existing off-the-shelf hardware, requiring a minimum amount of modification, was 
to be used in this contract wherever possible.   Two systems were found to be 
compatible with the contract requirements. 

a.   The antenna and servo drive assembly (AF designation:  AS-1058 (XY-I)/ 
APW-23) of the Sperry-built   Microwave Command Guidance (MCG) 
Airborne Director (USAF designation of complete equipment:  AN/APW-13) 
has an almost flat frequency response up to 3.5 cycles per second, which is 
more than adequate for compensating the random motion of the KC-135 
airplane in atmospheric turbulence.   This system was built to integrate 
tracking, command and telemetry functions for any surveillance drone aircraft; 
the prototype was installed in a B-50 airplane.   The final version is on a 
GC-135 airplane, and It is suitable for operation in an airborne environment. 

Modifications required to adapt the antenna and drive assembly to this project 
will consist of replacing the microwave plumbing by components of higher 
power handling capacity, replacing the antenna nutation drive by a 
polarization drive, and modifying the antenna elevation look angle from 
"35° down to 90° up" to "25° down to 120° up," measured from the horizontal 
plane.   The 120° figure will make it possible to point the antenna at a 
satellite near the zenith when a 30° bank angle Is applied to the aircraft. 
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b.    The alternative was to design and build the platform at Boeing using Lear- 

fype 3055 Dry powder Magnetic Clutch Servo drives which are already In use 
on the KC-135 as part of the Lear MC I Autopilot (ref. 23).   The system has 
a linear response up to about I cps which will also be adequate for compensating 
the random motion of the KC-135 airplane in atmospheric turbulence.   The 
Lear Type 3055 Servo Unit consists of: - 

(I) A three-phase AC drive motor energized at 102 to 124 volts (100 volts 
nominal) line to neutral, and at a frequency of 380 to 420 cycles per 
second {400 cps nominal), drawing maximum full load current (160 in-lbf. 
output shaft torque at 29-38 rpm) not exceeding 1.50 amperes per phase at 
a minimum power factor of 0.40. The drive motoi is the prime torque 
developing unit and runs at approximately constant speed. 

{2)A pair of dry powder magnetic clutches.   The torque developed by the 
drive motor is transmitted to the output shaft by energizing the control 
winding of the powdered clutch.   Each clutch will be energized from a 
direct current power source of 24 to 29 volts.   Each clutch circuit will 
have a DC resistance of not less than 190 ohms at 250C/ and the maximum 
current drawn by either clutch will not exceed 200 milliomperes. 

(3)A reach gear (output shaft) which mechanically ties the two clutches 
together. 

Both the Sperry MCG antenna and servo drive assembly and the Lear-type 3055 
Dry Powder Magnetic Clutch Servo are suitable for operation in an airborne 
environment, and can be incorporated into the azimuth and elevation channels of 
the antenna servo drive system (Fig. 3.3) so that error detection, and system 
compensation can be achieved with a suitable computer program.   Although the 
Sperry unit has superior frequency response, and Is potentially capable of superior 
overall control system performance, the other system was selected for rwo reasons: 
firstly because of the major modifcations required to adapt the Sperry unit, and 
secondly because the Boeing-built platform will require a smaller fuselage cut-out 
for the radome installation, maintaining the integrity of the fuselage structure, 

3.1.3        Torque and Speed Calculation 

The Lear type 3055 dry powder magnetic clutch servo supplies a maximum output 
shaft torque of 260 lb. in.at a speed of 29 to 38 rpm (32 rpm nominal) when the 
differential clutch current is 135 milliamperes.   Two separate units will be geared 
down 10:1 to the azimuth and elevation drives respectively, the mechanical 
efficiency of the gearing being conservatively estimated at 80%. 

The actuator gain then becomes 
0.80 x 10x260 

12 x» 135 
= 1280 ft  lb per ampere 

The overall gear ratio from the 7300 rpm drive motor will then be 10 x 227 ■ 2270, 
giving a peak nominal speed of 3.2 rpm.   The nominal torque of the clutch servo 
in normal operation is 45 lb. in. which is equivalent to 
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.80x10x45 
12 ■ 30 lb. ft. available for the antenna drive. 

If a «ystem having a moment of Inertia J lb-ft* must respond to a peak amplitude 
of 6 radians at a frequency of f cycles per second, then the Instantaneous 
amplitude, velocity and acceleration, respectively, are given byj 

e = '6sln2TTft. 

O    ^(2Trf)tott 2Trft 

8- -'©HTT2   f2 )sln2trft 

rods 

rads/sec 

rad/sec* 

The major part of the Instantaneous torque required will be the accelerating 
torque, and If the friction in the system is negligible, then these quantities may 
be considered equal. 

Thenjorque T = JO = -     J§ (4n2 f2) $|n 2^ Ib-ft2 

sec' 

Peak Torque f = JO (4 tr 2,2)    lb " ft2 x JL sec 

sec' ft 

= _ill 
32.2 

Jef2      Ib-ft 

To estimate the peak torque required, the moment of inertia J will be taken as 
40 Ib-ft*, and the maximum frequency and amplitude figures derived in para. 3.1.1 
will be approximated as below: - 

perturbation frequency 
peak amplitude 

then the peak velocity 0s — 

f = I cps     , 

40 radian = 1.44 degrees 

40 

the peak acceleration ©ä  

rev/ 
40 

= .157 rod/sec = 9 deg/sec = 1.5 rpm 

= 1.0 rad/sec2 = 57.3 deg/sec2 = 0.15 

sec' 

A   4ir 
and the peak torque T = 32.2 40 x    -JQ-  x I2 lb-ft=l.25lb-ft = 

15 lb-ins 

The estimated friction torque of the rotary joint transmitting the microwave power 

Tf = 8 oz-ins = 0.5 lb-ins ^ 0.04 Ib-ft. 

This is only about 3% of the accelerating torque considered above, and the 
assumption of a system with negligible friction is therefore clearly justified. 
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Th« obov« flgurei iKo^ »hat Mie Lear type 3055 »ervo will have considerable 
margin beyond the anticipated torque requirements. 

3.1.4        Time Constants and Transfer Functions (Azimuth and Elevotlon Channels) 

Description 

The Lear type 3055 magnetic particle clutch servo uses a continuously-rotating 
prime mover geared to two counter-rotating clutches.   The clutch output members 
are then geared to a common output. 

The clutch consists of an electrical coil, a magnetic core structure, and a low 
Inertia drive disc centrally located In an annular air gap filled with a finely- 
divided magnetic powder.   Upon excitation of the clutch coil, this powder locks 
the drive disk to the rotating core structure and applies an output torque directly 
proportional to the clutch excitation. 

The clutch output torque Is essentially Independent of speed and there is very 
little Inherent damping in the system, and therefore, ^ablllzation must be ob- 
tained by means of compensation.   In conventional servo loops good results are 
obtainable using either a tachometer generator to provide velocity clamping or by 
using current feedback in the form of error rote damping. 

Transfer Function 

The open loop transfer lonctiun Mr this typo of s'rvo actuator with on inertia 
load is as follows: 

9 

in 

K 
IN 

! 

» (Wims-H) 

where: - 

8o 

l|n 

N 

K 

J 

output shaft position 

differential clutch current amperes) 

gear ratio between servo actuator and inertia load output shaft 

actuator gain-inch pounds per ampere 

inertia at output shaft, total of internal and external 

electrical time constant 

mechanical time constant 
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Approximate values of the pcrameten artt - 

K 
J 

Tm 
N 

1280 Ib-ft oer ampere 
40 IMK 
45 milli econdi 

5 mlllbeconds 
2270/1. 

The clutch currents will either be supplied directly from the pointing computer, 
or a Lear type 133061-01 amplifier as used in the LI02 autopilot in the Caravelle 
aircraft,having linear response will be Inserted between the pointing computer 
and the servo unit.   (Fig. 3.4;. 

3.1.5        Angular Position Feedback Transducers (Azimuth and Elevation) 

Position feedback devices of high accuracy and resolution are required in the 
closed-loop servo drive channels in order to achieve and maintain small antenna 
pointing and stabilization errors and to realize the full antenna gain. 

The system error analysis (section 4.1) indicated the need for error detection and 
»ystem compensation to be carried out within the digital pointing computer as 
part of the computer program.   Ail types  of position feedback devices forming 
suitable inputs to a digital computer, either directly or indirectly, were considered 
for this application.   Digital.shaft encoders, both of the optical and electro- 
mechanical type, and potentbmeters were eliminated from consideration due to 
their doubtful reliability.   Digital shaft encoders of the electromechanical type and 
potentiometers employ rubbing contacts which are subject to wear and vibration 
and are avoided in synchros.   Digital shaft encoders of the optical type are 
basically rather delicate components of which ruggedized designs suitable to the 
airborne environment have recently been constructed but have not yet proved 
themselves in actual airborne operation.   The selection therefore was narrowed 
down to one of the following components (Fig. 3.5);. 

(I) Austin Shaft Position Quantizer.   This unit generates pulses proportional to 
angular shaft position.   It consists of a metal housing containing a synchronous 
motor that drives two rigidly coupled, engraved pulse generating discs at 
3600 rpm speed of the motor.   Each disc has 499 pulse generating positions 
and a gap.   A magnetic pickup head Is mounted adjacent to each pulse generating 
disc.   One head Is fixed and the other is coupled to the input shaft.   When 
employed with suitable electronic equipment its accuracy is one part In 4096. 
The price of this quantizer Is $985 each In lots of I to 3, and delivery runs 90 
to 120 days. 
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Lear Type 3055 Dry Powder 
Magnetic Clutch Servo Unit 

CCW     CW 

Lear type 133081-01 Amplifier 
(aa used in L102 Autopilot in 
Caravelle aircraft) 

(time constant - negligible 
compared to clutch servo) 
(response linear) 

2U-29 volte DC, 190 ohms 
at 250C, 135 millUmtxjroe 
max. differential clutch 
current for max. torque 

3 Phase U Wire 
102 to 12U volts 

y line to neutral 
380 - 420 cps. 
(Phase Rotation ABG) 

From Digital 
Pointing Computer 

Output:    100 ma, max. 
into 190 ohm load 

Input: presently either 
synchro control trans- 
former signal or DC 

Fig. 3.4     WIRING DIAGRAM OF LEAR TYPE 3055 DRY PCWDER MAGNETIC 
CLUTCH SERVO UNIT WITH OPTIONAL AMPLIFIER 
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WIRING DIAT.UAH OUTLINE ÜIAOKAM 

1.    AUSTIN SHAFT POSIT! vrTIZEK 
Model 8-5 Accuracy - 360*A096 

115 v 
60 cps r?2 IV{ 

1.0   fd. 
Capac itor 

(By Custom- 

7      8 

Fixed 
Head 
Coil 

DUa 
Input 
Steift 

'6 
Moving 

Head 
Coil 

«0.71^ 

2.    BENDIX ELECTHICAL TWO-SreED AUTOSYN SYNCHhOS 
Eclipse-Pioneer Type No. AY-996-A1 

Single Speed Dual Speed (11:1) 

Red 

Black 

Black? „ ,,     Red 
Yellow 

Blue 
Blue 

0.1^7 

0.5C 

fh 

C- 

^ I 

Yellow   Green  Brown 

-1.907* 

Input to rotor:  26 v. kOO* 
Accuracy:       1.0 minute nux. 

3.    KEARFOTT SIZE 11 SYNCilRO RESOLVER 

Type:    R982-00^ Transmitter 

Rotor 

R3    ^ 
(Bk) 

Rl 
(Rd)   - 

r-^Ti 

'Döööfl 

S3 

si 
"(Rd) 

-^ 32 
(Yw) 

0.120 

Insulated 
Lead:-. 

12" long 

'6 

IK 
| ^Color Coded 

„ Leids 
12" min.  length 

i 
R^ R2 ^ -^ S4 

(Bu) (Yw) (Bu) 

(This winding will 
not be used) 

Input to rotor t 26v 400 A/ 
Maximum Error from Electrical 

Zero = 3 minutes 
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(2) B«ndlx Two-Speed Autoiyn Synchro Tfommltter (Size 15).   Thli synchro ho« 
single speed and dual speed (11:1) windings and the accuracy Is one minute 
of arc (I par» In 21,600); present prla» Is about $1200 each. 

(3) Kearfott Size II Threr-Minute Synchro Resolver. This resolver has sine and 
cosine outputs with maximum errors of three minutes of arc ( I part in 7200), 
and is available as an ••off-the-shelf item for about $108. 

The Kearfott resolver was selected for this application because of the 
advantages of small size and weight, simplicity as compared with the Austin 
unit which requires a special 60 cycle supply, and the Bendix unit requiring 
ten leads, which must be brought through slip rings in the case of the elevation 
channel.   An additional advantage of the Kearfott over the Bendix unit is the 
reduced computer work load involved in obtaining the closest estimate of an 
angle In terms of two resolver voltages as compared with six two-speed synchro 
transmitter voltages. 

3.1.6      Remote Control and InJicotion of Antenna Polarization 

A survey of the operational (equirements of this experimental ccmmunication 
system indicated the need for the remote control and indication of the antenna 
polarization.    This was agreed to by Messrs. L. Ames and A. Orange of AFCRL 
on September 13, I960, during their visit to Seattle.   Given, say vertical 
polarization of the signal transmitted from the ground, it will be part of the 
proposed airborne research program, to determine whether the received signal, 
after scattering by a satellite, or needles belt, has a prefeired direction of 
polarization. 

Existing off-the-shelf hardware, requiring a minimum amount of modification, was 
to be used in this contract wherever possible, and the Lear type 3055 dry powder 
magnetic clutch servo was therefore selected for the drive in the polarization plane. 
This servo motor is already in use on the KC-135, forming part of the automatic 
pilot trim stabilizer, and also of the azimuth and elevation channels of the micro- 
wave antenna servo drive system, and can supply 160 in-lbs. output shaft torque 
at 29 to 38 rpm.   The only additional parts required on the antenna platform will 
be suitable gearing to drive the rotatable portion of the antenna system and a size II 
synchro transmitter (Fig. 3.6).   With a phase rotation of the power source of ABC 
applied to motor terminals ABG, energizing pin E will engage one clutch causing 
clockwise rotation of the output shaft when the unit is viewed from the output shaft 
end.   With a phase rotation of the power source of ABC applied to motor terminals 
ABG, energizing pin F will engage the other clutch causing counterclockwise 
rotation of the output shaft end,   (Fig. 3.6 is reproduced from Specification Control 
Drawing 10-2710). ' 
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Six« 11 
Synchro 

Tranjmltter 

Lear Type 3055 Dry Powder 
Magnetic Clutch Se»vo Unit 

\    3 Phase 4 Wire 
102 to 124 volts 

Y line to neutral 

380-420 cpi. 
(Phase Rotation ABG) 

24-29 Volts D.C. 

Resistors sgpplymg 

idler current to 
both clutches 

remote 
indication 

remote 
operation 

Fig. 3.6     Remote Control and Indication of Antenna Polarisation 
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To eliminate drift of the output «haft In the unenerglzed condition, W. K. Stu    % 
of Lear Engineering Dept. recommended the uie of adjustable series resistors fo; 
supplying quiescent currents of about 5% of full load value to both clutches, with 
a range of adjustment from 3% to 7%. 

From Technical Data Sheet for Model 3055C-3t - 

Clutch d.c. resistance « 190 ohms 

Current at max, torque ■ 135 milllamperes 

d.c   voltage ■ 24-29 

Resistance required for 3% current at 29v input 

- 7160 - 190 **  7000 ohms 
29 

.03x .135 

Current rating at 7% of 0.135 = 9.5 milllamperes 

Power rating = .00952 x 7000 =0.63 watts 

Nominal resistance for 5% current at 27V 

27 
.Ö5x .135 190 = 4000 - 190 & 3800 ohms 

Resistor selected:   - Daystrom Type 313 - 64H-752, 1.5 watts 
(BAC: -RI4 WX-752X7500 ohms) 

These resistors will be Installed Initially set at 3800 ohms. Slight adjustment to 
one or both units may then be required to eliminate any tendency for the output 
shaft to drift in either CW or CCW direction. 
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3.2   MOUNTING FRAME AND DRIVE SYSTEM 

To ilmplify Inttallatiori and to reduce the amount of rework to airplane structure, the 
antenna mount assembly was designed In two sections, the upper platform and the lower 
platform.   In addition to providing a support for the antenna dish and the drive system, 
the mounting frame also supports the receiver components.   As discussed In Section 
11-1.0, It was desirable to locate these components adjacent to the dish. 

The upper platform Is a gimbal assembly consisting of a yoke, an elevation frame and 
a polarization frame.   The elevation frame and polarization frame are positioned by 
separate Lear servo motors Part No. 300445-02.   This is a constant-running motor with 
dry magnetic clutches for clockwise or counterclockwise directional control of the 
output shaft.   A Kearfott synchro resoiver Is used on the elevation shaft to furnish 
position indication to the computer.   A synchro is used on the elevation shaft and 
one on the polarization shaft to transmit signals to remote indicators for visual 
indication of elevation and polarization positions.    (Fig. 3.7) 

The lower platform assembly located in the airplane cabin contains the azimuth drive 
mechanism.   This mechanism consists of a housing which mounts to aircraft structure, 
an azimuth drive shaft which rotates on anti-friction bearings, and a Lear servo motor 
Part No. 30445-02 which drives the azimuth drive shaft through a gear box. 
Additional equipment included in the lower platform assembly is an electrical slip 
ring assembly to transmit power, a waveguide, a rotary waveguide joint and a 
rotating joint to transmit liquid coolant. 

The azimuth, elevation, and polarization servo motors provide the following operating 
speeds: 

Azimuth 3RPM 
Elevation 3RPM 
Polarization 6RPM 

The following are limits of travel of these assemblies: 

Azimuth 

Polarization 

Continuous motion clockwise or counter- 
clockwise 25° below the horizontal with 
respect to the airplane to 30° past the 
zenith with respect to the airplane. 
90° clockwise from normal to 90° counter- 
clockwise from normal-total travel to be 

180°. 
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4.0 Compurer ond Pointing System 

4.1 Requirementt ond Deiign Criterto 

The KC-135 microwave communication antenna covered by this contract has a 
5* x 5° half-power beamwidth and requires a pointing computer and servo drive 

system for accurate tracking of the orbiting satellite or "needles belt".   The 
satellite or "needles belt1  will be used as the microwave scatterer for long range 
communicat:on.   A summaiy of "Project Needles" techniques is given In Appendix 
F.   It is important to achieve and maintain antenna-pointing and stabilization 
errnt^ that are sufficiently small to realize full antenna gain.   The antenna mount 
and drive system must enable the antenna to be directed at the object throughout 
all conditions of the flight, including those induced by roll, pitch and yaw.   The 
minimum height of the object is assumed to be 1500 miles.   The frequency response 
of the pointing system must therefore be adequate to cope with the random yaw, 
pitch and roll perturbations of the aircraft, with the relative satellite movement 
and with suddenly applied bank angles.   The basic criteria for the pointing computer 
rating are therefore the same as the "Criteria for Drive System Rating" outlined in 
Section 3.1.1. 

4.1.1 Accuracy Requirements 

^ 2H/20 error in pointing the antenna at the satellite or needles belt used as 

the microwave scatterer for long-range communication corresponds to a loss of 
3 db compared to the full antenna gain.   In assessing the significance of such a 
potential loss of gain due to pointing and stabilization errors to the overall 
performance of the communication system it is well to bear in mind that in the 
receiver the complexities of a maser with a closed cycle liquid helium cooling 
system were considered worthwhile as compared to a nitrogen system for the sake 
of an extra 2-3 db gain.   Clearly a certain amount of sophistication in the pointing 
system is therefore justified to keep the overall error to less than about one degree. 

The computation of the required azimuth and elevation angles of the antenna 
system requires a number of steps using input data from existing aircraft sensors 
and stored satellite data .   The cumulative errors of these additive or multiplicative 
steps must be kept to a minimum,and the angle information must therefore be 
handled accurate to the nearesi minute or fraction of a minute.   This corresponds 
to an accuracy of I in 21,600, or better, in azimuth.   In the original design 
proposal (Ref. 24) all possible types of computers, both analog and digital were 
considered.   The above figure immediately eliminates analog computers from 
consideration, since a computing precision of better than one part in 1,000 is 
difficult to achieve in analog systems. 
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The simplest type of digital system will employ a digital computer tu predict 
the required azimuth and elevation angles.   After conversion into analog form 
these computer outputs will actuate conventional analog servo systems for the 
azimuth and elevation channels respectively.   This type of system was considered 
in detail in the original design proposal (Ref. 24) and the corresponding error 
analysis^after allowing for additional contingencies,   is shown listed in the column 
"Conventional Servo System" in Table 4.1.1. 

The total "Estimate for Middle Latitudes" is a 1.4 degree RMS error In the 
optimum mode of operation in latitudes where the magnetic compass can be relied 
upon.   This cannot be considered entirely satisfactory, in view of the line of 
reasoning developed in the first paragraph of this section.   In addition the RMS 
error criterion is not strictly applicable to errors of synchro components which may 
be additive in particular combinations of angles. 

Many methods of obtaining increased pointing accuracy exist; however the 
replacement of the conventional servo system by a sampled-data servo system 
will suffice to bring the RMS error below I degree in middle latitudes using input 
data from existing aircraft sensors.   Error detection, system compensation, and 

improvement of stability and accuracy of the control system will then be achieved 
by means of a suitable computer program.   A block diagram of such a system is 
given in Fig. 3.3 and the revised error estimates in the columns headed "Sampled 
Data Servo System" in Table 4.1.1. 

In polar latitudes the compass system in the KC-135 aircraft goes to the "directional 
gyro mode", and the azimuthal accuracy of the existing aircraft instrumentation 
is severely limited by the random drift of about I degree per hour of the directional 
gyro installed (Table 4.1.2).   Three methods of improving the directional 
reference in polar latitudes were considered. 

(1) Automatic Astrocompass 
The MD-I Automatic Astrocompass tracks a star or the sun on the basis of 
best available true heading and longitude and latitude information, and 
produced a highly refined true heading.   Unfortunately this instrument would 
be of least use when most urgently required, that is during the prolonged 
periods of arctic (or antarctic) twilight. 

(2) Strapdown Rate Gyro 
Mr. F. S. Preston, Chief Engineer of the Norden Division of United Aircraft 
Corporation, claims that a directional reference having less than 0.1 degree 
drift per hour is easily realized by means of a Norden strapdown rate gyro 
and a standard method of pulsing it and counting the pulses.   This instrument 
only requires a simple setting-up procedure, either in flight or prior to take- 
off on the ground to obtain a datum.   Unfortunately this simplified application 
of an inertia I-platform component has not been finalized yet and a firm 
proposal may not be available before the end of the first quarter of 1961. 
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Remorki (related to Table 4.1.1) 

(1) A four-mile aircraft navigation trror causes a satellite 1500 miles distant to 
appear 0.15 degrees from its actual position. 

(2) The maximum error of I bit (0.068 deg.) in the rectangular statistical error 
distance of A/D and D/A converters results in'OSS/Vo deg. RMS error. 

(3) H ■ number of hours since last fix     and gyro drift correction. 

(4) in the revised estimate computation, the conventional servo-system has been 
replaced by a sampled-dato feedback control system, where the system error 
can be made zero at the sampling instants.   Stabilization errors will therefore 
be negligible, and pointing errors will be limited to the errors of the existing 
aircraft sensors, and of the orbit computotions. 

(5) In the revised system, position feedback will be arranged 1:1 on the output 
shaft, so backlash will not appear as a position error. 

(6) In the revised system, optical alignment of the mounting will be specified. 
Any residual error will be measured and can be combined with radome refraction 
error, if appreciable, and applied as a correction in the computer. 

(7) The accuracy of the attitude-reference system is only about 1° when bank is 
suddenly applied.   Another condition of increased error is on take-off when 
acceleration forces may cause errors of 5° - 6°, but this case has not been 
considered. 

(8) The subsatellite position has a velocity of about 5 miles/sec.   "Space track" 
provides data correct to 3 seconds of time, corresponding to an uncertainty of 
15 miles of subsatellite position. 

(9) Sperry's plant test spec calls for drift rate less than 0.2o/hour, but deterioration 
in shipping and installation generally takes place.   Sperry will therefore be 
able to supply a specially selected gyro, and if handcarried and installed with 
special care, more than 5-fold improvement in accuracy will be possible. 
Lear can provide a pitch and roll stabilized azimuth gyro with free drift 
reduced to 0.25o/hr/ i.e. after H hours, directional gyro accuracy will be with- 
in 0.25 H.     Similarly Kearfott can provide a directional gyro with friction 
average bearings having less than 0.25 degree drift per hour.  The cost of a 
precise gyro heading reference will be about $10,000. 

(10)  A compass swing and careful compass compensation prior to the tracking 
antenna flight test program will enable the N.I. compass to achieve the 0.25 
degree accuracy claimed for it.   Similarly it is recommended that optical 
alignment of the doppler radar antennas should be carried out, prior to the 
tracking antenna flight test program, to attain the full potential accuracy of the 
doppler radar system. 
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(3)   Specially selected directional gyro, or directional gyro with friction average 
bearings.   About a 5-fold improvement is possible by means of a standard 
directional gyro specially selected at the vendor's plant, or by means of a 
Jirectional gyro employing friction average bearings, for an additional expenditure 
of about $10,000 (See remark (9) related to T^ble 4.1.1) 

The main source of error using existing instrumentation will be the true heading in 
polar latitudes when the aircraft compass sytem is in the directional gyro mode of 
operation.   To minimize pointing errors, the installation of a precise directional 
reference is recommended.   The Norden strapdown rate gyro appears to be the optimum 
solution if suitable delivery can be arranged.   As an alternative, the installation of 
a directional gyro employing friction average bearings appears advisable.   This 
precise directional gyro should preferably be a Kearfott unit suitable for operating in 
conjunction with one of the existing Nl and J4 compass systems in the KC-135 aircraft, 
both of which are made by Kearfott. 

Analog/digital and digital /analog conversion errors can be considered negligible 
in   the sampled data servo system if the digital computer can accept synchro transmitter 
inputs, and provide analog voltage outputs, directly without any intermediate 
electromechanical conversion stage. 

Additional factors entering in the over-all accuracy of the system are: 
1) Time.   In digital computers using a magnetic drum memory, operations ore 

generally synchronised from the drum, the speed of which may only be regulated 
within 5%.   This is inadequate for "real time"computations of subsatellite 
positions.   An airborne quartz crystal oscillator is therefore necessary , and 
a "clock" signal will be available for computer use from equipment supplied by 
AFCRL.   This signal will be at a frequency of I megacycle at 2.0V.   RMS level 
across a 50 ohm resistive load.   This will be the same signal used by the AFCRL 
data acquisition and storage equipment.   Long-term stability will be at least I 
part in 10". 

2) Magnetic Variation.   To obtain the best estimate of true heading from the 
magnetic heading, the variation should be either stored in the computer memory 
for a finite number of increments of geographical area or computed   from a power 
series approximation. 

These conditions, essential to the adequate performance of a sampled data servo system, 
have been incorporated into the computer specification    (Ref. 27) and some of the 
relevant portions not otherwise discussed in this report are contained in Appendix K. 
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4.1.2      Compufatlon Requ Iremenfi 

"Atlmurti Command" and MEl8va»lon Command" 

Th« primary function of the computer it the prediction of open-loop "azimuth 
command1* and "elevation command" anglei for accurate tracking of the orbiting 
satellite or "needles belt" by means of the steerable antenna. 

In view of the uncertainties of the needles belt orbit, the problem was approached 
In terms of a number of point Satellit«any one of which must be kept close to the 
center of antennu pattern throughout all flight conditions.   Since a "needles 
belt" has one degree of freedom   less than a point satellite it is no more difficult 

to ensure that the antenna Is kept pointed ut a portion of the needles belt. 
However, the question as to which portion of the needles belt should be looked at 
to optimize the overall communication system performance depends on many 
factors which will not be known until the needles belt has been established, and 
fhc additional factors involved will be introduced Into the computer program at 
such time. 

The basic problem may be stated: - given the aircraft and satellite positions, the 
"azimuth command" and "elevation command" angles for the satellite tracking 
antenna platform are to be obtained.   Figures 4.1 and 4.2 Illustrate the spherical 
and plane triangles to be solved in the azimuth and elevation computations 
respectively. 

a.       Azimuth Command (Spherical Triangle APS in Fig. 4.1) 

(I)    Given 2 sides and incl. angle to find 3rd side (Natural Haversine 
Formula) 

TD 1544 LHJ 

hav p = hav (s^a) + sin s sin a hav P hav G = -4 (1-cosG) 

e 
= $ln2 

(2)   Given 3 sides to find any angle (Cosecant Formula) 

A 
hav A =   hav  a   -hav (s^p)   .   cosec  s.   cosec  p 

Azimuth Command = A - True Heading -t- f| (roll, pitch) 

b.       Elevation Command    (Plane Triangle CAS in Fig. 4.2) 

A        A A 
A + S = 180° 

A    A 

A-S 

-0 

tan 
2 

a-s 
a+s 

tan 

A      A 

A + S 
a = R+ H 
b=R+h 
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o Long. 

CoLot of A»8 
CoLat of S ■ a 

P» pole 
A » aircraft poilHon 
S ■ Subsatellit« position 
O c center of earth 

Fig. 4.1  View of Terrestrial Sphere (Azimuth Computation) 

0 = pin Fig. 4.1 

A = aircraft position 
S = satellite position 
O = center of earth 

Fig. 4.2    Sectional View of Ejrth (Elevation Computation) 
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A     A 
A A-S 
A'909 = ' 

»on 

A        A 

A4S 

(R+HHR+H) 

-90* 

ton (90° 

tan (90* - 

H- 
.)J4(?0*--if90' 

Elevotlon coffi-nond =1^ •» f2 (roll/ pikh, yaw)  

The effect of all conditions of the flight, including those induced by roll, pitch 

and yaw, on the "azimuth command" and "elevation command" may then be 

allowed for by means of the above additive terms f| and fy respectively, which wfl 
be functions of roll, pitch and yaw. 

The next section shows how part of this problem, In addition to obtaining 
instantaneous aircraft position, can be solved by means of a digital navigation 
computer, where the terms "destination" or "target" or "subsatelllte position" are 
interchangeable. 

The Initial source of heading is magnetic heading from the N-l compass.   In the 
computer, magnetic heading is modified by magnetic variation, determined by 
longitude and latitude, to develop a true heading (best available true heading). 

The AN/APN-89 uses the Doppler principle to provide the computer with 
groundspeed and drift angle information. 

The computer uses all the above information to determine distance travelled and 
for constant correction of present position. 
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Mothemotlci of Digital Novlgoflon Computer 

SYMBOLS 

*m = Magn«Hc Compcm Heading 

©G * Gyro Heading 

VA ^ True Airspeed 

At * Cycle Interval 

L 3 Present Latitude 

2 = Present Longifude 

r = Fix Interval 

®d       ■ Doppler Drift Bearing 

Vw      Wind Speed 

Vy^ , Vyy   = North and East Components of Wind Velocity 

0W      ■ Wind Direction 

VQ       ■ Ground Speed 

Ve/ Vn = North and East Components of Ground Velocity 

0j        = True Track 

* True Heading 

= Range to Destination - Measured Along Lesser arc of    Great Circle. 

= Range to Destination - Angular Distance 

= Bearing to Destination - Measured to the Great Circle Track from True North 

(L,
/V)= Fix Position 

(Lf,^f)= Destination or Target or Subsatellite Postion 

(Le/^ e) = Last Computed Position 

Re = Effective Radius from Center of Earth. 

en 

({o 

G 
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Computer EquoHoni 

(1) Tru« heading it computed from magnetic compass heading, and magnetic variation, 
astrocompass heading, or gyro heading, depending upon the mode of operation 

OH°em^(Vle)    (") 

The H.){mt Le) correctionj are either stored for a finite number of increments of 
geogrophlcal area or computed from a power series approximation. 

(2) When a directional gyro is used, the gyro heading is continually corrected  for 
precession, convergence and drift (if available). 

(3) A more accurate wind velocity may then be obtained if VQ and Op are available 
from an optional doppler radar input: - 

eT    = eH + öD  (a) 

VWE     = VG sin 07 - VA sin eH (b) 

VWN   - VG COS GJ - VA cos 9H (c) 

Vw      = V^J* Vw^7      (d) 

^     ^'^^   ^k (e) 

To get average values, a smoothing computation is used over several program cycles, 
the radar output being rather noisy. 

(4) A major branching in the program then takes place, a special program being used 
in polar regions to avoid the discontinuities of the geographic coordinates, and the 
mode of computation is determined by the magnitude of the cosine of the present 

latitude. 

(5) At low and middle latitudes, the computation proceeds in the normal mode: - 

VE = Va sin eH + Vw sin (ew + Tf )   (2) 

Vn = Va cos eH + Vw cos (Ow +77") (3) 

eT = tan-l    ^—  (4) 
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Computer Equofiom (cont'd) 

VG=/V + Vn2 •-(5) 

(6) The sines and cosines will be computed as power series expansions rather than 
storing a table of constants. 

(7) Changes In latitude and longitude are then found) - 

•      Re 

J*    R^ COS L 

" •-(6) 

-(7) 

-<8) 

-(9) 

For small changes in position between program cycles^ the trapezoidal integration 
method provides sufficient accuracy. 

(8) The effective radius of the earth, Re can be either stored o« a constant, or 
computed using various corrections for ellipticlty and altitude, depending on the 
accuracy desired and the types of sensors available. 

(9) True bearing and range of a destination (or target position or sub-satellite 
position), selected by a hand switch are then computed for a great circle course. 

R;   = cos -'   [cos ( L-Lf) - [T-cos (^f ^j] cos Lf cos L^. - —(10) 

 (II) 

-I f, +  sinLf-sin(L^)       ^  
Li. sinR^cosL J KU) 

Ro  = RE Rö 

0O = cos 

To save computation time and storage space only one destination is computed in 
every program cycle. 

(10) When cos L becomes less than some predetermined constant K, computation 
will proceed in the polar mode in the next program cycle, with reference to a 
pseudo-transverse pole located at the equator on the Intersection of the true heading 
great circle arc at the instant of change to the polar mode, or with reference to a 
transverse pole located at the equator on the intersection of the greenwich   meridian. 
All desired quantities are then transformed back to geographical coordinates. 
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(11) In th« polar mode computation the wind direction it tramformed continuously 
along a great circle path, because in polar regions the wind travels along an 
essentially straight path while the true north direction changes rapidly. 

(12) Before a new computation cycle begins, a check program may be Inserted which 
tests certain circuit properties,   if an Incorrect answer results, an indication of 
computer malfunction is given, and the computer switches to a standby mode. 

Aircraft Attitude 

Instantaneous yaw, pitch and roll, also yaw rate, pitch rate and roll rate will be 
available to the computer from autopilot components (see Table 4.1.2).   If all these 
sensors are sampled periodically, clearly there will be considerable redundancy of 
information which will improve the overall accuracy and reliability. 

Satellite Orbit Prediction 

The long range prediction of satellite orbital parameters with a high degree of 
accuracy is a complex problem.   The satellite is acted upon by all bodies in the 
universe.   Some of the perturbations are negligible for low altitude satellites while 
other perturbations are negligible for high altitude satellites.   Unfortunately, there is 
no dividing altitude for determining which perturbations are or ore not negligible. 

The Systems Research Group conducted an investigation of various methods of accurate 
satellite orbit prediction applicable to airborne digital computers.   It was desired 
to develop a method which will predict the satellite orbit parameters (see Appendix G 
for definitions) with a desired accuracy for an extended period of time.   The method 
should not demand an excessive amount of computer complexity. 

Three systems were under consideration 

I.     The satellite orbit would be predicted by a ground computer capable of handling 
a complex program.   The predicted orbital parameters are put on a magnetic 
tape, drum, or other storage device.   This storage device Is then sent to the 
aircraft.   This, of course, could eliminate a prediction program in the airborne 
computer.   Aeronutronics was contacted regarding such a program.   They claim 
to have a 5,000 Instruction IBM 709 program which computes satellite position 
64 times per Interval of time.   This program was used on Echo I with an accuracy 
of one tenth of a degree at the end of a week.   The program essentially predicts 
an orbit on the basis of initial conditions, then corrects the orbit on the basis 
of radar observations taken shortly after the time of the Initial conditions.   The 
program is claimed to be quite complex in that It contains some subtle perturbations 
as radiation pressure. 
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2. 

3. 

TD I Mi L (U 

It wot fall that this program may be too complex for small airborne computers. 
However, a suggestion has beon made by the Physics Technology and Data 
Processing Programming Group of the Engineering Computing and Analysis 
Staff which would make use of the ground prediction program.   A ground computer 
would be used to predict the orbit of a satellite (or satellites) for a period of 
days, possibly a week.   This information would be put on tape and installed In 
the airplane .   For any flight the period of time during which communication will 
be maintained will be known.   This information will be used to search the tape 
for the satellites which will be visible at this time.   The orbital parameters 
for the given period of time will be transferred to a drum prior to the time of 
communication.   This is done to overcome the storage limitations of the computer 
and the problem of necessary interrogation time of the tape. 

The airborne computer would be programmed to predict the satellite parameters 
for an extended period.   This, of course, would demand more computer complex 
than system I.   Also, the inputs to the program must he very accurate. 

This system is a compromise between systems I and 2.   A ground computer would 
predict the satellite orbit.   However, the orbital parameters sent to the airborne 
computer would only be given for large increments of time.   For example, the 
orbital parameters corresponding to the positions of the satellite differing by 
fifteen minutes of time could be given to the airborne computer.   The airborne 
computer would contain a relatively simple program for orbit prediction.   The 
initial conditions for this program would be updated in increments of fifteen 
minutes by the store parameters from the ground program. 

There are existing orbit prediction programs which are relatively simple.   Such 
programs usually consider a very basic mathematical model.   For Instance, a 
spherical earth and Keplerian orbit or a non-spherical earth and Keplerlan orbit. 
Some programs may include perturbations due to drag. 

One of the programs considered would use about 700 instructions and 50 storage 
locations. 

The final selection of the method of satellite orbit computation to be used 
depended on two factors: 

i.   It was ascertained from AFCRL that a typical flight test program may consist 
of a 3-legged itinerary such as Honscomb Field - Thule - Anchorage - 
Hauscomb Field, the performance of which, including ground servicing en 
route/may take up to about a week.   This period was therefore selected as 
the minimum prediction period during which no voluminous updated Informatlor 
need be supplied to the aircraft. 

2. Lincoln Laboratory have methods available for accurate satellite prediction 
for at least one week in advance, and can make this information available 
in the form of IBM cards giving the orbital elements and their first 
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derivatives predicted for hourly Intervals up to one week ahead. 

It wai therefore decided to make ute of this Information by tramferring it 
to punched paper tape and feeding It Into the memory drum of the airborne 
digital computer by means of a tape-reader.   The data so stored will then 
be used for periodic interpolation and updating of the satellite data .   The 
computer program will then have provision for reducing these data to the 
instantaneous altitude, and latitude and longitude of the subsatelllte position. 

Servo System Compeniotion 

The secondary function of the computer Is the conversion of "azimuth command1' 
and "elevoMon command" signals, together with azimuth and elevation feedback 
signals, Into suitable control signals In the form of clutch coll currents to the 
Lear tvpe 3055 Dry Powder Magnetic Clutch Servo units emplo>ed for the 
antenna system azimuth and elevation drives respectively.   There Is very little 
inherent damping in the system (see Section 3.1.4) and stabilization must be 
obtained by means of compensation cchleved In the computer program (Appendix 

I). 

Computer Workload 

The above survey of some of the mathematical complexities involved follows 
the approach of the navigator rather that of the mathematician and is useful 
in examining the adequacy of existing computers In meeting the requirements 
of this contract.   For Instance In Figs, 4.1 and 4.2 a spherical earth 
approximation was mode.   However, the approximation Involved in equating 
I minute of latitude and a nautical mile = 6080 ft. is only true at 480N or S 
and a more exact approximation is 

I' lat = I n.m. = 6077.1 -30.7 cos (2 x lot).   The polar radius is 3950.01 
s.m. (= 3430.27 n.m.) and the equatorial radius is 3963.35 s.m. (= 3441.86 
n.m.), corresponding to on oblate spheroid of compression 1/297. 

A detailed rigorous mathematical systems analysis for an airborne antenna 
control systein for communication via a space object was carried out by the 
Engineering Computing ard Analysis Staff as part of this contract (Ref. 29). 
In this analysis the earths coordloafe system is carried Into the aircraft 
coordinate system.   This transformation is accomplished by a translation and 
five elementary rotations.   The translation effectively translates the earth's 
coordinate system to the aircraft position.   The five elementary rotations 
account for aircraft longitude, latitude, heading, pitch, and roll. In that order, 
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An InspecHon of the results of either approach indicates that a ma|or portion of 
computer time will be taken up in computing and updating trigonometric functions, 
corresponding to each sampling instant, which probably will occur at 0.1 to 0.5 
second Intervals. Since each trigonometric ratio Is computed as a power series, 

truncation errors may accumulate unless skillful interpolations and approximations 
are employed for varying time periods, say up to 60 seconds before recomputing 
every trigonometric function (Ref. 47).thi$ is one of the reasons why the programming 
of an airborne digital computer of restricted size and capacity Is a specialized art 
and is generally left to the computer manufacturers to enable them to make the best 
use of their machine. 

4.2     Computer Selection 

A digital-computer control system is essentially a type of sampled-data control 
system In which the signals are in the form of o dlgltc! zodr..- The digital computer 
Interacts dynamically with other ports of the system, which will have high accuracy 
if the system overall transfer function is equal to unity.   In conventional continuous- 
data servo systems this condition cannot be realized; however with o sampled-data 
feedback control system it is not ditficult to make the output equal to the Input, 
and thus, the system error equal to zero, at the sampling Instants.   This can be 
done If the over-all pulsed transfer function Is made equal to unity by designing 
a suitable programming function; if the sampling rate is kept high, an almost perfect 
control systpm r-an be obtained. 

In this digital computer system open-loop azimuth and elevation command signals 
will be predicted by the computer, using periodically sampled input data from 
existing aircra^ sensors end periodically updated satellite data.   The basic 
mathematical equations are summarized In Section 4.1.2 and the inputs available 
In Table 4.1.2. 

Satellite data will be available on request from Lincoln Laboratory prior to take- 
off from Hanscomb Field in the form of IBM cards giving the orbital elements and 
their first derivatives (See Appendix G for definitions) predicted for hourly 
intervals up to one week ahead. 

These data will be transferred to punched paper tape and fed into the memory 
drum of the airborne Jigiful or by means of a tape-reader, to be stored 
there for periodic interpolation and updating of the satellite data. 
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The azimuth and elevation command signals will be fed Into the respective closed- 
loop channels of the antenna servo drive system; error detection, system com- 
pensation, and optiml/ation of the stability and accuracy of the drive system will 
be achieved by a suitable computer program. 

Existing off-the-shelf hardware, requiring a minimum amount of modification, 

will be used wherever possible in the performance of the contract. 

The following five digital computers have been considered for this project: 

(1) The Librascope CP 209 Incremental computer specified for the A3D bombing 
navigation system, and for the Bondix "Sky Sweeper" missile tracking system. 
Unfortunately, an Incremental computer has too limited capacity where 
the orbital information of a number of different satellites has to be updated, 
and an arithmetic digital computer then becomes preferable. 

A general comparison between analog, arithmetic and incremental digital 
computers is given in Appendix H. 

(2) The Librascope ASN-24 transistorized "navigation system building block" 
computer which has been applied to the Convair Centaur guidance system. 
Unfortunately, this computer is not capable of directly accepting synchro 
voltages, buf requires a separate synchro-digital conversion module for 
every input which will degrade the accuracy of each input by about 1/4 
degree.   In addition it is doubtful whether the capacity of this computer is 
adequate for maintaining a sufficiently high sampling rate and for coping with 
a complete servo system compensation program.   A theoretical analysis of the 
system compensation problem is given in Appendix I. 

(3) The digital techniques used by Computer Control Company in their Coordinate 
Conversion Computer for Project Echo for converting the satellite orbital 
elements to azimuth and elevation could be adapted to the requirements of this 
contract.   Unfortunately this equipment was not designed for operation in an 
airborne environment, and existing hardware could not be used without 
considerable redesign. 

(4) The IBM ASC-15 missileborne digital computer designed for the Titan vehicle 
guidance system in conjunction with an AC Spark Piug inertial platform.   This 
computer is not too well suited to the computation of trigonometric functions 
and their inverse, but will have adequate capacity when a special "Divide 
Unit" is added.   Unfortunately, this computer in its existing form can only 
accept inputs in the form of multiple bit rate pulses, and a "Buffer Storage 
Unit" would have to be added to enable the computer to accept periodically 
sampled digital inputs.   In addition, one electromechanic analog/digital 
conversion unit would be required for each channel as under (3) above. 
Further disadvantages of this computer are: 
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(J) The program will not stay Indefinitely on the memory drum, and the IBM 
Coniultant suggested that a new program should be fed Into the computer 
before every flight. 

(b)   A manual controller would have to be specially designed as there was 
no such requirement In the original missile application. 

(5)   The Hughes M-252 fully transistorized general-purpose arithmetic digital 
computer, developed for use in the Inertia I guidance system of the SD-5 
surveillance drone.   This computer has sufficient capacity, can accept 
synchro transmitter voltages directly without deterioration of accuracy, 
has an associated manual controller, and can be adapted for this project by 
wiring changes on the input and output channels. 

It has been shown that the system stabilization errors will be negligible, and 
pointing errors will be limited to the errore of the existing aircraft sensors, and 
of the satellite orbit computations provided that a digital computer Is used which 
can accept synchro transmitter inputs directly and has sufficient capacity for a 
complete servo system compensation program.    The Hughes Type M-252 computer 
has been designed for operation in an airborne environment, and can be  modified 
to meet the requirements of the referenced contract.   It has therefore been 
selected for this application.   A summary of its characteristics is given in Appendix 
J, and a schematic diagram showing the Hughes M-252 computer incorporated 
into the antenna drive system in Fig. 4.3. 

Hughes can supply a modified computer within 5-8 months after receipt of contract 
for a basic cost of about $80,000.   However the requirement of 5 months delivery 
would lead to tight scheduling and would be more expensive than eight months 
delivery.   Auxiliary units, such as a tape reader or an extra drum containing a 
test program that can be used for trouble shooting with some fault isolation cap- 
abilities, are not included In the above price.   The design of the optimal 
program is a specialized technique for which IBM-704-programmers, for instance, 
are not too well adapted, and programming will be the vendor's responsibility. 
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4.3    Operafcm ComoU 

A wrvty of Hit optimum mtthod of controlling and monitoring tMi experimental 
communication system Indicated a requirement for an operator! comolt.   Thli wo% 
agreed to by Mr. L. A. Amei of AFCRL In a letter dated November 14, I960 and It 

li envisioned that  two operator« will be stationed at the console.   Provision will be 
made for mounting the following components on the console. 

a. Power distribution panel.   (The A/C at present has a project power distribution 
system Installed - ref. BAC drawing No. 5-71750, diagrams X22.65, X23.65 
and X24.65). 

b. Navigation Instruments (G.P.I., compass, clock, etc.). 

c. Maser monitoring Instruments. 

d. Receiver monitoring instruments and recorder (about I 1/2 sq. ft. of panel area, 
exclusive of recorder). 

e. Transmitter monitoring Instruments. 

f. Modulator monitoring Instruments and remote control panel (about I 1/2 sq. ft. 
of panel). 

g. Computer and antenna monitoring Instruments, 

h. Oscilloscope - (rack-mounted Tektronix) 

I.  Interphone Jack Boxes for operators. 

In addition space will be available for mounting the units making up the complete 
computer, complete in their cases, within one or more of the modules assembled 
into the console.   The console design shown in Fig. 4.4 has been assembled from 
modules made by the Stantron Division of Wyco Metal Products.   In the standard 
commercial form these modules will withstand about 7-IOg loading, but all the modules 
can be supplied in a strengthened and braced form to withstand the 20g stressing 
specified for airborne use. 

To avoid duplication of Instruments, the two operators' stations have been arranged 
in line making up an assembly which is over 9 ft. long and will be positioned in the 
KC-135 in the fore-aft direction. 
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Each operatar'i controls will be spread over 66 3/8" of panel space. 

The size of an instrument panel depends primarily upon the normal arm reach of the 
human operator.   In general, convenient arm reach Is about 28 Inches from the 
respective shoulder pivot point.   This rule Is not hard and fast because In most 
situations the operator has freedom to bend his body and thu» extend the useful 
reaching distance (lU'f. 51).   The arrangement shown will therefore not lead to excessive 
operator fatigue. 

The station on the left Is the transmitter operator's station, and all Instruments and 
controls related to the operation of the system In the transmitting mode are accessible 
to the operator. 

The station on the right Is the receiver operator's station, and all Instruments and 
controls related to the operation of the complete system/ In the reception mode are 
aocessible to the receiver operator. 

All instruments and controls common to them are mounted between them, so that either 
one or both of the operators  at his station can initiate all necessary actions for his 
part of the system. 

Recorder System 

A permanent record of receiver signal strength and corresponding azimuth elevation 
and polarization angles, and timing marks,wlll be available on a Brush 4-Channel 
Recorder.    The recorder pen-motors showing the three angular positions will be driven 
from the wiper arms of precision potentiometers energized from stabilized power supplies 
and mounted on Kearfott remote servo assemblies (see Fig. 3.4 for schematic circuit 
diagram).   The remote servo assemblies receive electrical values of azimuth, elevation 
and polarization angles in the form of synchro signals from the synchro transmitters 
driven through hi gearing from the corresponding output shafts of the antenna platform. 
These signals are received on the control transformers in the remote servo assemblies. 
The control transformer output is amplified to excite a servo motor so that it will drive 
the control transformer to null.   By keeping the output of the control transformer at 
zero, the shaft position of the motor will continuously represent a mechanical value 
of the corresponding angle and will. In turn, be represented by the voltage across the 
potentiometer wiper. 
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5.0 

3.1 

RADOME DESIGN 

Rodomt Pimentlom 

From on •iecfrlcal itandpolnt, a ipherlcal franimltting lection li deiirable for a 
fixed rodome Kouitng o icannlng antenna.   However, aerodynamic itudiei mow that 
a rodome of thli thape Increoiei the aircraft drag much more than an eiilptical or 
faired shape having the tame frontal area.   The following tabulation thowi the 
effect of rodome shape and size on aircraft performances 

RADOME 
HEIGHT 

30" 
30" 
30" 

RADOME 
WIDTH 

30- 
30" 
30" 

RADOME 
LENGTH 

30- 
90" 

150" 

L/H 

1.0 
3.0 
5.0 

RANGE 
LOSS 

12% 
6% 
3% 

The shop« was chosen as a compromise between good electrical characferlttics and 
minimum effect on aircraft performance.   The final rodome has a length-to-height 
ratio of about 3 to I (39" Hx 52" W * \\4*l), and causes a 10 percent loss In aircraft 
range. 

5.2        Rodome Thickness 

A tingle sandwich wall rodome was chosen as the construction that would best provide 
good electrical performance consistent with sufficient physical strength.   The tingle 
sandwich construction consists of a honeycomb core bounded by two thin high- 
strength skins with a rain erosion coating on the exterior skin.   The thickness of the 
rain erosion coating and the radom skins are 0.01 inch and 0.03 inch respectively. 
The thickness of the core material Is 0.346 inch.   These are the optimum dimensions 
calculated with an existing computer program used for rodome design. 

Various flat-sides cross-sectional shapes were examined for strength and rigidity in 
an attempt to keep the aerodynamic drag of the dome as small as possible.   To 
determine if the .03 - .346 - .03 thickness was satisfactory would require tests to 
determine their stress distribution and deflection characteristics.   Toavoid this 
testing, it was decided to use a configuration in which the station plane contours 
would be circular arcs.   This provides a structure closer to one with known character- 
istics and calculations show the .346 core - .03 face ply combination is acceptable 
from both a strength and deflection standpoint.   A proof pressure test to verify these 
calculations is specified in the rodome specification.   However, this does increase 
the frontal area of the rodome and this circular shape cautet a 3% additional range 
lott to the aircraft. 
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5.3   Rodome Moteflol 

One main problem in the present radome which ordinarily it not encountered In 
radome design is the dielectric heating of the radome material by the 10-kw cw 
power output from the antenna.   Figure 5.1 shows the approximate power density 
of the 10-kw cassegrain paraboloid antenna as a function of distance along 
the antenna axis.   This near field calculation is based on a 10-db cosine Illumination 
(ref. 21).   A maximum of about 70 watts per square inch Is attained at distances of 
30, and 70-100 inches. 

The radome skin chosen to withstand this high power flux is Emerson and Cuming 
ECCO-L-Ö5, low-loss laminating resin (^"=4.6, tan £= 0.0058).   The honeycomb 
material is glass-laminated polyester having a density of approximately 6lb/cu.ft 
(£= \.2tfanS - 0.006).   A sample of the rodome was tested and found to exhibit 
satisfactory electrical properties up to 300oF.   !t was determinted that a sandwich 
wall construction using the ECCO-L-65 resin with a rain erosion coating could handle 
a maximum power density of 90 watts per square inch.   If the rain erosion coating ;s 
not used, a maximum power density of 180 watts per square inch could exist without 
exceeding a temperature of 300oF. 

5.4 Rodome Power Transmission 

The power transmission efficiency of several radome shapes was calculated.   The 
radome electrical thickness was chosen for maximum transmission at a mean design 
Incidence angle of 60°.   Figure 5.2 shows the minimum one-way power transmission 
that maybe expected.   The overall average power transmission that may be expected 
is about 96 percent.   The distances between the antenna aperture and the radome 
varies from approximately 12 inches to 74 inches depending upon the antenna  zenith 
angle.   In any case, the maximum boresight error will not exceed one-half degree. 

5.5 Radome Attachment 

The equipment installed under the radome can only be reached by removing the 
radome.   As this equipment will be used for experiments, o method of attaching the 
radome which would permit easy and rapid removal was considered a primary design 
objective.   This feature has been incorporated in the design by attaching the radome 
with ten latches which can be unlatched by the removal of a single screw in each 
latch.   This latch design provides for misalignment when re-attaching the radome. 
The "snap in" weather seal can be quickly installed and adjusted and it does not 
interfere with the installation of the radome. 
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6.0    Site Survey 

if a tingle antenna It used and lubstanflaily upper-hemispheric coverage li required, 
the antenna mutt be located on the top of the aircraft.   Locatbnt on the wingt or 
vertical tall were ellmlncted because the flexibility of thete members under flight 
conditions would caute a variable orientation relation between an antenna mounted 
on their structure and existing body-mounted attitude sensors.   In addition, equipment 
located near the wing tips or on the vertical tail are subjected to considerably higher 
accelerations during flight in turbulent air than equipment located near the center 
of gravity of the aircraft.   An antenna at these locations would be considerably 
removed from the majority of the transmitting and receiving equipment which would be 
located In the aircraft cabin.   A location on the top centerline of the body was 
therefore chosen. 

Aerodynamic studies determined that from a drag standpoint the preferred location 
was in the vicinity of body stations 550 to 750.   Studies showed that the beam 
obscuration by the wings and tail decreases in forward antenna locations (Appendix L). 
From a structural standpoint the location was not critical but it Is undesirable 
to have the radome extend across a circumferential skin joint.   The antenna support 
structure is simplified if the area adjacent to the body production joints is avoided. 
The structure of the area selected will    provide maximum r!gkJ!ty. 

Exterior visual inspection of the radome fntallatlon is convenient for locations over 
the wing and such locations provide a platform base for servicing the radome and 
antenna equipment. 

After weighing the above factors - aerodynamics, structural, beam obscuration*• 
the antenna was located with the centerline of the azimuth axis at station 670 
(Fig. 6.1). 
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7.0 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

7.1 Gentrol 

The KC-135 airplane basic electrical power system (Fig. 7.1) is capable of furnishing 
120 KVA of 400-cycle AC power from alternators located in throe of the four engine 
pods.   A portion of this 120 KVA is transformered and rectified to make available 

200 amps of 28-volt DC power.   Of the total power available, approximately 35 
KVA AC and 80 amps DC are required for general airplane systems during cruise. 
Power from the alternators must be supplied to the experimental microwave communi- 
cation system, in which the klystron power-amplifier is by far the largest load. 

7.2 Specific A! plane Configuration 

Airplane 55-3120 assigned for this program has been previously modified to provide 
special power for research electronics installations.    Modifications have added 
additional transformer rectifiers and inverters to provide 5 KVA of 60-cycle power. 
In addition, receptacles for 400-cycle power have been located in various places in 
the airplane.   The largest block of power available in this distribution system is 
from a 400 cycle three-phase receptacle, located at Sta. 857, capable of providing 
60 amps per line. 

7.3        Airplane Modifications 

It was assumed, early in the program, that the existing power distribution system in 
airplane 55-3120 could be used to power the communication system.   Varian Associates, 
later informed Boeing that the klystron beam supply would require approximately 
40 KVA (approximately 116 amps per line) three-phase power with an additional 
10 KVA for control power.   Since the existing power distribution system will furnish 
a maximum of 60 amps per line, a new distribution system capable of 40 KVA 
minimum must be provided. 

Circuit breakers approved for airplane installation and capable of carrying over 
60 amps continuously are not available.   It was, therefore, decided to provide a 
multiple feeder network consisting of eight 50 amp circuit breakers and four No. 8 
feeders per phase, as shown in Figure 7.2, to furnish the required transmitter beam 
power.   Additlonjl,power will be obtained from the existing 60 amp receptacle at 
Sta 857.   The 40 KVA required for the transmitter beam power is equivalent to the 
total power output of one generator.   Since this load plus the basic airplane load 
would obviously overload one generator, the circuit is interlocked with the generator 
controls in such a manner that if the generators are not parallel ed, power is not 
available for operation of the communication system. 
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A tingle pole twitch located on the pilot's overhead panel to control the research 
equipment power was changed to a two-pole switch to provide positive pilot control 
for the existing distribution system as well as the added 40 KVA beam power system. 
The communication electrical porftr system then has three points of control (Fig. 7.3). 

1. The pilot can turn off the system power by operating a switch on the overhead 
instrument panel. 

2. The system Interlocks will turn the system off automatically if a generator fails 
or the generators become unparalleled. 

3. The system operator has a switch which controls all power. 

Additional controls for the transmitter are provided by Vorian Associates. 

7.4 Ground Checkout 

The existing external power configuration is adequate for, and each airplane is 
tested at, 50 KVA.   Since the required power for this system is somewhat above the 
50 KVA there is some doubt about the adequacy of the system.   To be certain that 
the external power system is capable of carrying the required power, the existing 
No. 2 copper wires in the system are replaced with No. 0 copper wire.   This insures 
the adequacy of the electrical system for full power ground testing. 

7.5 Limitations 

Because of the large total load on the system, the pilot should monitor the generator 
loads frequently.   During a water injection take-off with this communications 
system operating, the electrical loads very nearly approach the maximum electrical 
system output (      Appandix M ).   The true electrical configuration of airplane 
55-3120 is unknown and any additional electrical equipment, other than the basic 
airplane equipment, will increase the total load further.   Because of this, a water 
injection take-off with this communication system operating should be avoided; 
otherwise, the electrical system may be operated within the limitations of the 
Flight Handbook, T. O. IC-I35(K)A-I. 
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fl.O     Equipment Cooling Sy$t«m 

Both liquid and air cooling tystemi or« employed In the airborne antenna lyitem. 
Vorlan Atsoclatei provides a liquid cooling unit for the lO-lcw klystron power 
amplifier.   Coolant from this unit Is used to cool the maser receiver and the micro- 
wave transmission components.   Forced air Is circulated within the radome to cool 
components not readily accessible to liquid lines. 

8.1 Liquid Cooling 

The Hughes receiver is a closed-loop helium-cooled maser located for best noise 
performance on the upper antenna platform.   The maser heat-exchanger compressor 
is liquid-cooled by running a coolant line from the transmitter cooling unit In the 
cabin.   The coolant Is transferred through the rotating artmuth drive shaft by means 
of a sealed liquid rotary joint in the lower platform housing.   This line is also used to 
cool the microwave plumbing and components. 

8.2 Forced Air Cooling 

Air is drawn from outside the aircraft and introduced into the radome by means of 
a Torrlngton Mfg. Co. No. MSA-II000 blower and a duct system.   Inside the radome 
the duct encircles the base of the antenna and has nozzles which direct the air flow 
toward the upper platform assembly.   The air is then exhausted overboard through 
a cutout in the lower aft edge of the radome. 

The forced air cooling system requirements were based on maintaining the temperature 
of the air in the radome below I250F.   Maximum ambient air temperature on the 
ground was assumed to be l00oF.   Radome heat loads were estimated as follows: 

Maximum Ground Conditions 

Solar Load 1.2 KW 
Equlament Load 3.0 KW 

TOTAL LOAD       4.2 KW 

Amount of Air Required  560 CFM 

Conditions at 40,000 feet altitude 

Convective Loss 
Equipment Load 

-1.4 KW 
3.0 KW 

TOTAL LOAD       1.6 KW 

Amount of Air Required  200 CFM 
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9.0   Aircraft Modlflcotlon 

Tht design conildfrations of the Insfaliation on the aircraft wire flight safety, 
structural Integrity, antenna system performance, ease of modification, and minimum 
refurbishment.   This Installation will add drag to the aircraft to the extent of 
reducing the range and rate of climb by an estimated 10 percent.   Such penalties 
on aircraft performance in experimental missions are tolerable, but would probably 
be unacceptable on military missions.  However, the radome drag will cause a 
negligible change In the aircraft take-off performance and minimum control speeds 
and no restrictions need be placed on aircraft speed or altitude due to this 
Installation. 

The location chosen for the antenna is near the forward body fuel tank vent outlet. 
Fuel vapors vented by this outlet either on the ground or In flight could cause an 
explosive atmosphere to exist around the antenna which contains electrical equipment 
and wiring carrying a potential high enough to be a possible spark source.   To 
eliminate the chance of an accident from a combination of the above conditions, the 
fuel tank vent outlet will be relocated aft to the vicinity of the aft fuel tank vent 
outlet. 

The forward coverage of the presently Installed upper antl-colilslon light will be 
partially obstructed by addition of the radome.   An additional anti-collision light 
will be added forward of the radome to retain complete upper hemispheric coverage 
after the radome is installed. 

The antenna and mount system are designed to be capable of withstanding, without 
tearing loose, the air loads to which they would be subjected if the radome should 
fail and be carried away In flight.   To minimize the chance of radome failure due 
to air loads, a structural proof test of the radome Is specified.   Electrical breakdown 
strength of the radome will be checked prior to first flight by full-power transmission 
tests.   Approximately 50 drawings of antenna installation and aircraft modification 
have been prepared.   A list of the drawings and their Boeing index numbers are given 
in Appendix N. 
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til        SUMAAARY AND CONCLUSION 

A design sfudy of on airborne microwave antenna system suitable for radio propagation 
studies and for communication ha; been reported.   Problems relating to the low 
receiver noU*», to the high honsmitter power, and to the instabilities of the KC-135 
airplane are considered, and solutions to these appear within the present state of 
the art. 

Microwave noise due to atmospheric absorption is significantly lower at high 
altitudes, permitting closer approach to the theoretical lower limits of maser 
noise temperatures.   This puts a premium on low-noise antenna design.   Ground- 
based radio telescopes with X-band noise temperatures of 85° - 200° K (depending on 
zenith angle) have been reported. (30,31) The antenna temperature in the present 
system will not exceed 40° -50oK; with the Hughes maser the system temperature will 
be below 60°K, except very close to the horizon. 

Ten kilowatts cw-power at X-band was unheard-of on the ground five years ago, 
let alone on aircraft.   Problems posed by this high power aloft Include: primary 
ac to drive the transmitter, dielectric heating of radomes; I^R heating of rotary 
joints, waveguide, and flanges; high-altitude voltage breakdown; related heat-flow 
and cooling problems.   The lowest possible losses in design and components have 
been sought.   In general, what was good microwave design for the transmitter was 
good also for the receiver.   All critical microwave components have been subjected 
to close scrutiny and testing.   Devious, but realistic and theoretically defensible, 
tests have been devised to power-test microwave components despite the non- 
availability of   10-kilowatt transmitters.   This study has left few stones unturned In 
attempts to achieve a microwave antenna design that is responsive both to the 
explicit specifications and to the demands implicit in the companion klystron 
transmitter and maser receiver. 

Microwaves are now used extensively on aircraft for gun-laying and fire control 
radar, employing closed-loop, null-seeking servo systems.   Basic differences 
between radar and communications, plus great disparities In path geometry, have 
dictated an open-loop antenna pointing system for which existing hardware is poorly 
suited.   In this scheme, faith must reside in the pointing computer and the original 
inputs, just as in an astronomer's telescope computations; the "object In space" is not 
usually visible.   Considerable effort therefore has gone Into devislr^j a realtime 
computation scheme capable of meeting the demands placed on It by rapidly moving 
aircraft and satellite(s) and compatible with present aircraft attitude and reference 
sensors.   Hardware sultable(wlth modification)for the job Is believed to be available, 
lending some hope that the airborne communicator's confidence may approach ihat 
of the astronomer. 
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Modification and lots of performance In »he KC-135 reiulHng from thii antenna 
Initallatlon will be nominal.   Convertely, the KC-135 ihould provide a nearly Ideal 
platform —loh of a-c power, «nooth foitrlde, ihlrtileeve environment — on which 
to perform radio propagation and communication research studies. 

Research programs have a way of evolving — from the evidence they amass — 
along lines not readily predicted at the start.   An airborne microwave radio tele- 
scope endowed with modest resolution, high mobility, and phenomenal sensitivity 
should be useful for many studies well beyond the scope of satellite communications. 
These might Include: 

high-altitude noise profiles 

radio ducting and refraction cloud and atmospheric physics 

planetary radioastronomy 

earth albedo 

reentry telemetry 

Whether then for research or communications, for science or engineering, a useful 
tool has been delineated and its technical feasibility established; the next step It to 
build one. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANTENNA DESIGN 

A. Antcnoo Reflector Dwtlgn 

The equafloni for the paraboloid (main reflector) and Hyperboloid (central 
reflector) can be expressed ait ' 

p   cos" 4- ' ' (') 
wbere p and f are polar coordinates and f  Is the focal length (Flg. A-l) 

andt 

ctx2   + ßx + r -    y2 (2) 

wftere x and y are rectangular coordinates and^ ß   and ^are constants to 
be determined. 

Substituting   p slnf = y Into equation (I) we obtain, 

4-(co,2 ^'= f w 

or 

(4 f2 + y2) cos2 f + 2 y2 cos f + ( y2 - 4 f2)   =0 

therefore 

cos f  = 7
2t4f2 

Taking the positive sign only, we have, 

cos f  c f2      2 

At2*    2 4 f   + y 

and 

tan 9  = .fy. 
4^-^ 

from Figure A-l, 

when  1 = * 2' yc b and tan ^«=  -— 

then, 
0 

4fb »   a 
X 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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o4 « 
when    f "f. #    y - a  and hin f j   ^ ~ 

th«n 
4fa R 

jr? g ♦  x 
(9) 

Solve ffromEqs. (8) and (9) 

f    .    qb9t/bV-b(a2-bR)   (R-b) 

2 (bR - a2) 

In order that f be a real number, It should be such that 

b V ^   b (a2 - bR)   (R - b) 

or 

2   ^ 
a     ä 

b  (bR - R2 ■ g2) 
b-R 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

To minimize the blocking effect of the central reflector, the smallest a must be 
chosen, therefore: 

2           b (bR - R2 - g2; 
a     =      tt  (13) 

In this case Equation (10) becomes: 

'bg 

2 (bR-<i ) 

(14) 

From Figure A-lthe following equation can be obtained from the geometrical 
configuration of the central reflector. 

(o + vx)2 + y2" MV? "(c + r)2 (15) 

where 

Therefore 

1 
2      2  ? 

=   (x   + y ) ^     and     C   «    L - R 

(9 + x )2 - (L - R )2    0 (g + x)2 - (L - R )2 

 n   x   -(g + xj K  x 
(L - R )' o 

a - RO) j 
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4      A ■■ m f B       w 

4 (L-R) 
(16) 

Comparing Eq. (16)and Eq. (2), If li evid«n» that 

j o o cC       .  ^  

a - Rnr o 

(L - Ro) 

(17) 

»r « 
(0+*)2-L-Ro)2 

2 (L - R ) 

a" R J 

Therefore, Equation (2) can be written as: 

2 (^VV 2 x    -(g*x)fA.x + ■    y (18) 

Ftpm Ref. (3) P. 3, for a 30 db sldelobe Taylor distribution, the Ideal beamwldth, 
" o  "    60.55" but we want a beamwldth of     o  ■   5°; so 

e 
60.55 

=    12.11 (19) 

From Ref. (3), P. 6, the above value corresponds closely to    n = 3    which has 
an aperture distribution as shown In Figure A-2 and the voltage ratio Y^ , between 
the center and the edge of the aperture is: 

0.4142 1 
V TTTTS" = 3-62 = (20) 

From the radiation pattern of a circular waveguide, It Is found that the point with the 
voltage 0,276 of that of the center makes an angle of 52* with the axis4, therefore: 

9  = 

tan 52° 
=     0.782 a (21) 
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Al o rul« of thumb, the dlam«»«r, 0 ,of the parabolic onttnrxi with o -30 db 
ltd«lob« con b« txpressod opproxlmolely as 

D BOX     e   iOxKM   .     746. 

9(HP) 5 

X     "     Free space wavelength at 7.7 kmc 

9      "     Half power beomwldth 

Therefore, the main lobe gain, Gm, auumlng an antenna efficiency, yl   , of 0.4 li, 

2 

'■ ■ m i 
3.14 x 24.6 
     x 0.4    ■  1000 

1.54 
- 30 db 

For expediency, a 2-foot parabolic dlik will be chosen, thus 

b    -   -^.    -     12" 

For minimum sldelobe considerations and for a suitable feed dimension, on optimum 
ratio of a    «   0.16  was chosen, so 

a     -    0.16 b    -     12 In. x0.16   -1.92 In 

And the screen coefficient 

2 
T     »   I  - ( ^.  )    -    1 -0.256   - 0.9744 

or 97.44% which will increase the sidelobes from -30 db to -26 db.   From Eq. (21) we get 

g    »   0.782a   »    1.50144 In 

Substituting the above values into Eq. (13), we can solve for, 

R    ■     0.5033 In 

and Into Eq. (14), we obtain 

f    -     7.350242 in 

From E^. (8). 
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2     2 
x      -   q(4f   'U   ■   0.392391   In. 
0 4fb 

And from Flgui* A^ we can solv« for fht following: 

R      =/x ^ +  a2     -     1.95968    In. 
o 0 

L     Wg  4a     =    2.43735 In. 

SubsMfuHng »lie reulfs Into Eq. 17, we obtained, 

J'     =      14.7184 

ß     =     27.87416 

t    -     12.357633 

Therefore, the equation of the parabola   (main reflector) is 

p    cot 2   -t-    -     7.35024 

and the t-quotion of the hy^vorbola (central reflector)   Is 

14.7184 x2   -27.87416 x +12.357633 = y2 

B. Antenna Feed Design 

The transition from a rectangular waveguide (RG~51/U) too cylindrical waveguide 
antenna feed at 8 Icmc can be accomplished by using quarter-wavelength step trans- 
formers.   As the primary modes in both the circular and the rectangular waveguides are 
similar  (TE-mode), the cylindrical waveguide may be excited directly from the end. 
However, if the rectangular waveguide is terminated abruptly in the cylindrical wave- 
guide, the VSWR will be high because of the sharp discontinuity at the junction .   There- 
fore, a quarter-wavelength transformer may be used to improve the impedance trans- 
formation.   Two conducting block» are used to form the quarter-wavelength itep-transformer 
at the junction of the waveguide (Flo, A-3). 
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Deilgn Data 

(t)   Rectongular Waveguide - TE . Mod« 

0. 0. a     ■ 
0 

1.25 In. 

b    ■ 
0 

0.625 In. 

1.   D.! 0I ■ 1.122 In. 

••r * 0.497 In. 

Xc   -     2 0^ 2.244 In. 

f     «    ^£-   -     5.263 kmc 
C A 

X     »     1.963 In.   (atSkmc) 
0 

Length of the step    transformer, L  , Is 

X 
L     =     _JL    =     0.491 In. 

and the reduced radius, R   , In the H-plane Is 
n 

1    . al    .  ...   _    1     .   1.122 RH =   T (T  + ^  = T  ( ^P  + 0,5) B0'51W- 

(2)   Cylindrical Waveguide - TE.j Mode 

I. D.: R     ■     0.5 In. 

X     =     3.41 r   =  1.705 In. 
c 

f     =    6.928 kmc 
c 

X     «     2.95 (at 8 kmc) D6-7I90 
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Th« Itngfh of th« step »ramformer, Lc# I» 

X f 0.74 In. 

and »he reduced radlui, Rr# In ^e E-plane li 

..J (iL+R,.|/2(^L + 0.5) «0.375 In. 

C. Antenna-Feed Tuner 

A compound double-screw tuner In the rectangular waveguide it used for antenna Impedance 
tuning.   The tuner is a two fixed-position, susceptance-icrewi spaced one-eighth guide 
wavelength apart.   These screws Introduce either Inductive or capacitlve shunt susceptance 
at very nearly constant phase.   Because of the use of large rounded screws, the depth of 
Insertion for a given reflection is small, thus, the danger of voltage breakdown at the tuner 
It reduced.   To facllate manual tuning, the tuner section Is located close to the back of 
the paraboloid antenna disk.   (Flg. A-4). 

D. VSWR Measurements of the Feed Assembly 

The antenna feed assembly consists     of a double-screw tuner, a rectangular to circular 
guide transition, a Teflon pressurizing cap, and an antenna central reflector.   (Flg. A-5) 
The measured input VSWR of the feed assembly without tuning It I.I at the design frequency 
of 8 kmc, but was higher at the transmit (8.35 kmc) and receive (7.75 kmc) frequencies 
(Fig. A-6a). With proper tuning, using a sweep-frequency reflectometer, the input VSWR 
was reduced to below I.I at both frequencies (Fig. A-6b).   The pressurizing cap has 
negligible effect on the VSWR of the feed. 
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Fig. A-6        MEASURED VSWR OF THE ANTENNA FEED ASSEMBLY 
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APPENDIX    I 

Colcwlotlon of Solor NoUe Tempcrotuf 

Th« power radiated by a black body of temperafure, T, in a frequency band, B, can be expretied 
7 a» 

0          2 w kTB k / 2 
P    ■ —     woth/m 

wtieres 

K ■ Bolt imam constant   ■   1.38x10 
X * wavelength In meter 
T ■ temperature In Kelvin 
B * bandwidth In cpi. 

-23 

Therefore, the total power, P , radiated by the tun Ut 

B 2 i IcTB .     „2 
p    -      _—       4 « R      v»fatt$ 
' xz 

and the solar power density, P , on the earth Is: 

p    .   l!^ 
r X 

kTB     / R \        ^y '< 

where: 

R     ■     radius of the sun ■  8.64  x 10   miles 

(2) 

(3) 

D     *     sun-to-earth distance  ■   93 x 10   miles. 

For a disturbed sun, the probable maximum noise radiation at 8 kmc It five times that of a 
black body at 6000oK,8 thus, T Is 30,000*K.   Substituting all numerical values Into Equation (3) 
yields: 

n -, Ac     IA-27     30,000     . ,2 
P    =   7.45x10        —^c—   B   watts/m 2 (4) 

The total noise power Intercepted by the antenna beam pointing at the sun can be written asi 

2 
kTB «=   PA   *     7.45x10"27i2i000   %      gX^ 

e r .2 (5) 
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wh«rei 

T      "    nqulvaUnt antenna temperature 

A     ■    effective antenna aperture 

g      "    antenna gain. 

The equivalent antenna temperature It then reduced toi 

T     -    1.3 g^K. (6) 

If the main beam of the 3(Vdb yain antenna it pointing toward the »un, the antenna temperature 
will be Increased to 1300*K.   This would Incapacitate the system during the receiving cycle. 
However, the sun as observed at the earth      have an angular diameter of about 0.5 degrees. 
Consequently, although the black-out U only a temporary or transient nature In satellite com- 
munications, It cannot be   avoided. 

Efforts should be made to minimize the solar noise intercepted by the sldelobe.   An Increase In 
the antenna temperature for antennas of various sldelobe level when the sldelobe Is pointing 
toward the sun Is tabulated as follows: 

•K 
Sldelobe Level 

T e -   1.3g- 

-10 db 130oK 
-15 40° 
-20 13° 
-25 4° 
-30 1.30 
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APPENDIX  C 

Colculotlon: of Noito Tamperotura Due to Oxygen ond Woter Vopor In the Atmotphere 

Hogg      calculated the effective nolte temperature due to atmospheric oxygen and water 
vapor at the terminal of a high-gain antenna at lea level with a frequency range of 0.5 
to 40 kmc.   At 8 kmc, the effective temperature Increaiet from about 3* to I200K ai the 
zenith angle U increased from 0* to 90*.   In his calculation, only the flat 20 kilometer» 
of the atmosohere were considered. 

For airborne antennas at high altitudes, the noise temperature due to oxygen will be much 
less than thrt at sea level and that due to water vapor will be negligible since almost no 
water vapor exist beyond 5 km. 

In the following calculations for noise temperature, the first 50 km of the atmosphere will 
be considered.   This will give a truer and a slightly higher temperature than the calcul- 
ations shown in reference 16.   The antenna pattern assumed will be a delta function of 
response versus angles and therefore, subtends an Infinitesimal solid angle.   The temp- 
erature of such an antenna is given by:' 

oo 

wh ere: 

0<rTrexp (-      drdr) dr 

anYema noise teciperature 

temperature at a point r, 

(D 

power absorption coefficient due to both oxygen and water vapor at a point r . 

For noise temperature calculations at high altitude, the power absorption coefficient, (X , 
will be assumed to be directly proportional to the density, P , at that altltud«.   Figures 
-1 and   -2 are curves of atmosphere temperature and density as a function of altitude 

plotted fronl data in the ARDC model atmosphere, 1959.       The equation corresponding 
to each portion of the curve are also 
shown.   The noise temperature, Ta, |- 
can then be calculated by substituting 
these distribution equations into 
equation (1). 

To evaluate Ta of an antenna at any 
altitude, h, and pointing at any 
elevation angle, 0, Equation (1) can 
be written as; 

,00 

-T/TTTTW7777??^ 

T     =   sec 9 
a ^ h Th exP 

/ 
- sec 9  M. 4l dh (2) 
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50 

to 
^ 

h 
30 

p 
S   20 

(0 

^   10 

10 -3 

A. ^/ - 0.0053^1    exp [-lh TJQ).] (30 < h < 50 Km) 
t L   7.65^7   J 

B. f/- 0.30007/»   exp [-(h - 11) 1 (U < h < 38 Km) 
^ L    6.6%M   J 

C. ^- 0.5U(*     exp [-(h - 6) ] (6<h<ll Km) 
I    rt.3im J 

(0<.h<6 Km) 

ICT' 10 -1 

DENSITY in Kg/m 
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where: 

n( ,      « »h« obiorptlon coefficient at h, 
n 

h     a     r/iec 9 

dh   »    dr/iec 6 

T,    *    temperature at the altitude, h. 
h 

Since the absorption coerflcient, '*., it directly proportional to the density, 

Th 
L ^o      •   At 8 Icmc, the attenuation of th*» atmosphere at ground level Is about 

»o 

0.01 dbAm, therefore, (%      =   0.002. 
o 

(I)      Evaluation of the integral       \  ^    dh : 
/*      h 

(a)     For  o <  h < 6 km 

/ /A 

(b)     For  6<h<n km 

h /6 
(    C^hd/l -   [   0^h^h  +    (     o(hclh 

h-h 

(3) 

;4) 

h 

= aolSU -O.oo0l2Sb£     ^38^ 
(5) 
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<c)     For 11 <   h  <  38 km 

,h ,11 /h 

VA(J/I=      olkdh*        othJIi 
• '* 'u 

= 0 0I307S f 0,002     O.loool4€.    6.6948 Jh 
'n 

h~n 
= 0.0/5 675   0. oooboolS g     ibv** 

(6) 

(d)     For 38 < h < 50 km 

(h        .       /M (h 

h'3S 
= 0,0/3661+ OÖ02 ( noomi #'    7 6*47  Jh 

>38 

A-38 

^0.0/3743-0.00081^6e' 7*5*1 

(7) 

(2)     Evaluation of T   at 20,000 feet  (6.096 km) 
a 

The noise temperature at 20,000 feet is evaluated by first calculating the 
temperature AT, contributed by the first 20,000 feet of the atmosphere.   Ta at 
20,000 feet is, then, the noise temperature at sea level minus the differential 
temperature  AT,  -^ 

(a)     Calculations of AT up to 6 kilometer: 

/• h 

= 5ece^   aooZ t   3^z (ZfäKo-^Amih) 
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etpi-oowh-e 9&**]5*cOjdh 

AT,- _   0.576 $2 SetB 
$.;97S4cB    1    e'9**2    txplo.oMJl'cee'V^jcih 

- $,H97 ScvO he'***2 expLttfritcfie'***1]^ 

L.r %   ~   £       9B52 

.1 ^ 

At ArO,     OC=   /   . h*t>,      t ~ O.SWoG 

Substituting the value of h , 

0, sttot 

'^ co.oi97l<c0    ) 6 6% 

0.0147free        1°^ & dOC 

- 5,61796ece 
P,0l97$ec9 

Q% 

s eo.om*co% ^<KW>6 

0, 0 /97 Sec 9 
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/.2^W>^L      J Col97S<c*'*\'S4+cC> 

> \ 

to<\\*\ * Z (0,(H97U<9%)i 
544-0^ 

I 

- 1,4-5 14-2* f0     let-*® (8) 

(b)     Calcuhtion$of ATup to6.096km  (20,000 ft): 

^7^096  ■* 

h-t 
0,00^126^ £'   6.3993 f JA 

J 
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^ 0,0 l$n Ui» 

9,90 W<o 

^..MUtB        ool(^   +   3,t(>*fo*1)ec* 

-9 
7 51*,o'7 <>*<.l9    *S.Z*&*I0'    Soc'* 

-»» 
f /./7/6X /P        Vc^ (9) 

(3)      Evaluation of T   at 40,000 fett (12.192 km) 
a 

The procedure used to calculate the noUe temperature, T  , at 40,000 feet 
ti similar to that used to calculate the noise temperature at 20,000 feet. 
Ta at 40,000 feet 1$, thep, the noise temperature at sea level minus the 
differential temperature  AT] 2 19?-   By substituting the equations In 
FiguresC-l andC-2    Into Eq/flO) AT at 40,000 feet can be calculated. 

^^2,^2 = ^^       oA,Th £xpL ^0(^^/11J/, 

v  ^ecd I     06.7; eXP\-5ec9 ( (y^c//i 

-f 5e<0 
O^^TH^^P 

dh 

dh (10) 

Arf2n2^6eco\ 0.002 e   ^2   (2MJ(>~GMV\h)- 
) o 

+   SecO        0,0*2 x a 54<Pob e     ^38^3       ' 
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)]<***   +  'jet* i 

0.* 

Because of the lengthy numerical computation Involved, the calculation! of AT 
at 40,000 feet will not be Included In this paper.   The results are tabulated In 
Table C-l andC-2. 

(4)      Evaluation of T   at Sea Level 
* ' a 

The noise temperature at sea level Is evaluated by summing all the contribution 
of the atmosphere from the sea level to an altitude of 50 kilometers.   Beyond 
this height, the noise contribution is negligibly small.   Again, by substituting 
the equations   in Figures C-l andC-2 Into the following equation, the tem- 
perature at sea level can be calculated. 

77 

+   SecOi   (VhTh exp[- lee 9 { othJh    Jh 

II ' 

■i    'jot® 
',0 

hi A 
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(5)        Evoluotlonof Ta ot any altitude when the antenna beam it pointing at 
8» 90*. 

When the antenna It pointing at 6 ■ 90*, lee 90* becomei Infinity, and 
Equations (8) to (It) cannot be uied to evaluate the nolte temperature at 
thli angle.   However, by taking Into account the curvature of the earth It 
can be ihown that tec 0 at 0 ■ 90*, con be replaced by CSC f. 

ZenHh 

The figure at the left ihowt that when 
the antenna It pointing at the renlth, 
the nolte temperature difference be- 
tween a point at h altitude and a point 
at tea level It the nolto contributed by 
the atmotphere from A to E.   When the 
antenna Is pointing at an angle 0 ■ 90*, 
the noise temperature between points A 
and B Is AC-BD.   Since the radius of the 
earth, R, it much greater than the altitude, 
h, the angle CBO it very tmall •    Therefore, 
the noise temperature difference between 
BC and BO can be neglected, and the 
noise difference between points at h nlt- 
itude and at sea level when the antenna 
it pointing at 8 = 90° It that portion of 

the nolte radiated into the antenna when the beam traverset the distance BA. 
Therefore, In Equation (2),   h ■ r/sec 0 can be replaced by h = r/ctc f without 
appreciable error when 9 = 90°.   Fram the geometry, f can be determined att 

AB«J 2Rh 

^c-^ AB 
CSCf^-p- 'H R 

T 

Subttltuting R =  3960 x 5280 feet and h = 20,000 feet. 

CSC  t = 45.6,    * =1.26° 

For 0 -  90°, Equation (2) can be written at, 

Ta 
(12) 
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(6)        The results of Equations (8) to (12) for AT at 6, 6.096 (20,000 ft.), II, 
12.192(40,000 ft.), 20, 25, 30.48 (100,000 ft.), 38, 47.4 and 50 kilo- 
meters for antenna angles 0*, 60°, 80*, 85* and 90- are tabulated In 
Table C-l.   The noise temperature Ta, due to oxygen and water vapor in 
the atmosphere at sea level and at altitudes up to 50 km is tabulated In 
Table C-2 and plotted In Figure C-3. 
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TabloC-1       N0I3K ll Ml iMArinn-: ülFKia(I.NCK, AT, HKTWI.KN 
:;KA \m,l AND DIFKKidNT ALTITUDES FOK 

5mUM ANTCNNA r/X)K ANi3LE3 

ALTITUDE 

(KIL0HETCK3) 
0* 

tenim 

ANTENNA LOOK AN0U5 

60^ 80' 05* 90' 

6 2^65^ 4.7726 13.6232 26.2977 92.1717 

6.096 2.535« 4.9891 14.3880 27.5022 93.4537 

11 3.7957 7.4901 21.1593 40O311 128.5322 

12.192 3.93«Ö 7.7725 21.9506 41.7736 131.6667 

20 4.a75 0.7308 24.5944 46.6460 143.3437 

25 4.5397 8.9799 25.2531 47.8616 146.4762 

30.4ß 4.8311 9.7614 27.3402 50.8818 155.9789 

33 5.0545 10.2272 28.5427 53.0937 165.2817 

W.k 5.0674 10.2568 28.6150 53.2432 165.6197 

50 5.0693 10.2607 28.6254 53.2625 165.6677 

Table C-2       NOISE TEMPERATUWE,      Tal    D'JE TO QXYGEH 
AND WATEK VAPOR IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

ALTITUDE 
(KILOMETERS) 

ANTENNA LOOK ANGLE 

0* 60° Kf 85° 90° 

Sea Level 5.07°^ 10.26 28.6 53.3 165.7 

6 2.653 5.49 15.0 26.97 73.5 

6.096 2.53 5.27 14.21 25.8 72 „25 

11 1.274 2.77 7.47 12.93 337.14 

12.192 1.13 2.49 6.7 11.5 34.1 

20 0.652 1.522 4.031 6.617 22.324 

25 ,   0.53 1.281 3.372 5.401 19.192 

30.48 0.237 0.499 1.285 2.381 9.689 

38 0.016 0.034 0.0Ö3 0.169 0.386 

47.4 0.002 0.004 0.010 0.019 0.053 
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APPENDIX    D 

Colculotion of Tolol Equlvoient Ant>nfw TTnperoturc 

The following equation, wo» uted to evaluate the antenna noise temperature due 
to atmospheric (oxygen and water vapor) and ground emissions: 

where 

TA    " equivalent antenna temperature 

T)     ■ directional effective temperature 

Gj    » directional gain function 

A 6. * Direction    of Interval angle 

The noise temperature Is calculated by determining the average temperature of the 
medium In which the antenna beam I* pointing; the average Is weighted by the gain 
function of the antenna.       A Cassegraln paraboloid antenna pattern was chosen for 
the calculation (Fig. D -I).   The antenna gain is 30 db and the half-power beam- 
width is 5 degrees with sidelobes 25 db below the main lobe.   The noise temperature 
contribution from the sidelobes and backlobes pointing toward the earth' Is greatly 
reduced because the airframe shields the antenna from ground emission;   The reflection 
coefficient of the airframe is assumed to be 90%. 

The percentage of the total power radiated by every five degrees of the antenna 
pattern In Figure D-l Is tabulated In Table D-l.   The pattern Is assumed to be symmetrical 
with respect to the beam angle   Ym  0° axis;  ^=0°  Is the maximum position of the 
main beam. 

Tables D-2 to D-10 show the incremental contribution of the antenna temperature due to 
atmospheric and ground emission at altitudes of 40,000 feet, 20,000 feet and sea level. 
The noise temperature was evaluated at antenna-look angles of 0°, 85° and 90° res- 
pectively.   A summary of the results Is tabulated In Table D-11. 
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Table D-l       IWliK DIS'lldHUTlON OF THE ANTENNA BEAM 
IN FIG. D-l 

POUTION OF THE REAM 
-g* DEQUKES 

Oi   **\. 1   2Tr 
PEKCüJT luaat 

0-5- 48.316 % 

5 - 10 0.2305 

10 - 15 0.297 

15-20 0.1785 

20-25 0,1865 
25 - 30 0.1.^5 

30 - 55 ü.07ir> 
35 - UO 0.0/»2^5 
kO - U5 0.05015 

hb - 50 0.0'.30 

50-55 0.1255 
55-60 0.1255 
60 - 65 0.07^5 
o5 - 70 0.0630 

70 - 75 0.0251 

75 - 80 0.00125 
MO - 05 0.0025 
M5 - 90 0.0016 

90 - irto0 
0.0009* 

*   Uniformly Distributed, 
or 0.0005^ per 5' 
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Tnble D-2        AMTt^NA TWII'IKATHKK AT 40,000 ft . WJIKN 
TIÖS UKAJ1 i    roiNTINO AT 0'  (7.KNrni) 

* «* 

DKOItl-ES 
01-Tn:~ 

ATMOSimiC 
BOSSIOM 

OUOUND 
EMISSION 

OlTi   Jt Oj_ 

o,-5' 96.|632^ l.U'K 1.10161#K 

5 -10 0,461 1.16 0.00535 

10 - 15 0.594 1.20 0.00713 

15-20 0.357 1.25 0.00446 

20-25 0.373 1.30 0.00485 

25-30 0.257 1.35 0.00347 

30-35 0.143 1.40 0.00200 

35-W) 0.0^5 1.50 0.00127 

W) - 45 0.1003 1.65 0.00166 

i*5 - 50 0.126 1.85 0.00233 

50-55 0.251 2.10 0.00527 

55-60 0.251 2.30 0.00577 

60 - 65 0.159 3.00 0.00477 

65 - 70 0.126 3.20 0.00403 

70-75 0.0502 4.00 0.00201 

75 - 80 0.025 5.50 0.00138 

00— 85 0.005 9.00 0.00045 
85-90 0.0032 20.00 0,00064 

TOTAL 1 •     99.9982 62.9 1.15Ö45,K 

90 - 180° 0.0018 (0.9)^2 
(0.1) 2^8 

2 7r 

0.0005Ö 

100.000 Jd 
1.15903*K 

^ - Values from Table 0-1 multiplied by 2 because of eymmetry 

^ - Values from Fi/mro D-l 
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Tftbl«D-3       ANTENNA nUPKRATUlB AT W),000 ft. WHEN 

TIIE BEAM 13 POmiNO AT 05* 

r oi.^L ATMOBI'HEJllC aj« AÖi 
DEO!U;KS 2rr EMISSION 2fr 

.5.0* 40.316 t 20.0'K 9.6632,K 
0-5 40.316 9.0 4)34644 
5-io O.2305 5.5 0.0126775 

10 - 15 0.297 4.0 0.011Öd 
15-20 0.17Ö5 3.2 0.005712 
20-25 0.1ft65 3.0 0.005595 
25-30 0.1205 2.3 0.002955 
30-35 0.0715 2.1 0.0015015 
35 - 40 0.04225 1.05 0.0007816 
40-45 0.05015 1.65 0.0008275 
45-50 0.0630 1.5 0.000945 
50- 55 0.1255 1.4 0.0dl757 
55-60 0.1255 1.35 0.001694 

0.001036 60-65 0.0795 1.3 
65- 70 0.0630 b2* 0.0007875 
70-75 0.0251 1.2 0.000^312 
75 - 00 0.0125 1.16 0.0001450 
rto - «5 0.0025 1.14 0.0000285 
ft5 - 90 0.0016 1.14 0.00001824 
90-95 0.00005 1.16^ 
95 - 100 1.2 

100 - 105 1.25 
105 - 110 1.3 
110 - 115 1.35 
115 - 120 1.4 • 
120 - 125 
125 - 130 

1.5 
1.65 ^•61.76 0.00003088 

130 - 135 1.85 
135 - 140 2.1 
140 - 145 2.3, 
145 - 150 3.0 
150 - 155 3.2 
155 - 160 4.0 
160 ^..165 5.5 
165 - 170 9.0 
170 - 175 

T   _ 
20,0 J 

:^a.3i 595 5« £5"lTi.-^ti7i) 
2 ft- 

i 

-   14.0573*K 
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THMOD-.3 (oontM) 

2^ 
A-nKJSIIIIiilC 

W.I.'if.lt'N 
11      2»- 

5-10' 
10 - 15 
15 - 20 
20-25 
25 -30 
30-35 
35 - W) 
W) - A5 
^5-50 
50-55 
55 -60 
60-65 
65 - 70 
70 - 75 
75 - 00 
80 - 05 
85-90 
90 -»5> 
95 - 100 

100 - 105 
105 - 1)0 
110 - 115 
115 - 120 
120 - 125 
125 - 130 
130 - 135 
135 - IUO 
UO - 145 
U5 - 150 
150 - 155 
155 - 160 
160 - 165 
165 - 170 
170 - 175 
175 - 180 
180 - 185 

For» 

0.2305 % 
0.2970 
0.1785 
0.1865 
0.1285 
0.0715 
0.04225 
0.05015 
0.0630 
0.1255 
0.1255 
0.0795 
0.0630 
0.0251 
0.0125 
0.0025 
0.0016 
0.00005 

I 
i.M/,05 % 

20.0,K 
9.0 
5.5 
4.0 
3.2 
3.0 
2.3 
2.1 
1.85 
1.65 
1.5 
M 
1.35 
1.3 
1.25 
1.2 
1.16 
i.iO 
1.14 
1.16 
1.2 
1.25 
1.3 
1.35 
1'.4 
1.5 
1.65 
1.85 
2.1 
2.3 
3.0 
3.2 
4.0 
5.5 
9.0 

20.0 J 

►63.04 

o.o/^l'K 
0.02673 
0.009818 
0.00746 
0,004112 
0.002L45 
0.0009718 
0.0010532 
0.0011655 
0,0020708 
0.0018825 
0.001113 
0.0008505 
0.0003263 
0.0001563 
0.000030 
0.0000186 

0.00003205 

Noise Temperature from 
the Earth Direction for -0.0993216,K 
a shield of IOO;» refl. 

♦85° 

90 % refl.      (0.9) 0.0993216 - 0.08939 

K$   Crd.        (0.1) 0.01684 x 2.18 = 0.4^500 

-S Oifi ^'to -18^    =   0.57439*K 
27r 

Total Ant. Temperature: 

S QiTi-^ ^ i     -. 14.0573 + 0.57439 - 14.6317*K 
27^ ■ D6-7I90 
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Tnble D-A      ANTCNNA TWHI-JtATllltK AT AOjOOO ft. WUfcN 

TIIK UKAH  IS PO TNT I NO AT 90* 

. 7 

T 
DKT.UKKS 2" ATMOfillllWIC OIIOUND 2T7 

KMIS5I0N KMI33I0N 
•»   • f 

0-5- 46.316 % 20.0'K • 9.6632 'K 
5 - 10 0.2305 9.0 0.02<.)745 

10 - 15 0.297 5.5 0.016335 
15-20 0.17M5 4.0 0.007140 
20-25 0.in65 3.2 0.00596^ 
25 -30 0.12M5 3.0 0.003855 
30 -35 0.0715 2.3 0.001645 
35 - UO 0.0A225 2.1 0.000887 
UO - 45 0.05015 l.rt5 0.000928 
A5 - 50 0.06200 1.65 0.001ÜJ9 
50-55 0.1255 1.5 0.00in83 
55 - 60 0.1255 1.4 0.001757 
60 - 65 0.0795 1.35 0.001073 
65-70 0.063 1.3 0.000819 
70-75 0.0251 1.25 0.00011/, 
75 - 80 0.0125 1.2 0.000i50 
«0 - ft5 0.0025 1.16 0.000029 
05 - 90 0.0016 1.14 0.000018 
90-95 0.00005 l.U> 
95 - 100 1.16 

100 - 105 1.2 
105 - 110 1.25 
110 - 115 1.3 
115 - IX) 1.35 
120 - 125 1.4 
125 - 130 1.5 
130 - 135 
135 - UO 

1.65 
1.Ö5 -62.9 0.00000315 

UO - U5 2.1 
U5 - 150 2.3 
150 - 155 3.0 
155 - 160 3.2 
160 - 165 4.0 
165 - 170 5.5 
170 - 175 9.0 
175 r IM 

TOTAL 

' f 2o.o y 

50.00 % 125.8^ 9.7278 "K 

im - 360* 50.00 % (o.i)2fm 14.4000 

(0,9) 9.7278 8.7550 

100.00 % 
y, OiTi 

AGi     - 
L     2Tr 

32.883"K 
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Tnblfl D-5     ANTKNNA TKMI'WUI'ilitK AT 20,000 ft. WHKN 
THB MEVI 15 WWnm AT 0*  (ZENITH) 

DWUllliü 

* 

1   2-fr 

i 4» 

ATMonniüac 
EMISSION 

GKOUND 
EMISSION 

OiTi *ÖL   1 11      2rr 
'K 

1           0 - 5- 
96.63:* 2.60 2.512432 

5 -10 0.^61 2.70 0.012U7 

10 - 15 0.594 2.00 0.016632 

15-20 0.357 2.65 0.010175 

20-25 0.373 2.90 0.010817 

25-30 0.257 3.10 0,007967 

30-35 0.U3 3.30 0.004719 

35 - U0 0,0845 3.40 0.002873 

1,0 - i»5 0.1003 3.70 0.003711 

45 - 50 0.126 4.00 0.005040 

50 - 55 0.251 4.40 0.011044 

55 - 60 0.251 5.00 0.012550 

60 - 65 0.159 5.80 0.009222 

65 - 70 0.126 7.00 0.008820 

70 - 75 0.0502 9.00 0.004518 

75 - no 0.025 12.00 0.00300 

80 - 05 0.005 20.00 0.00100 

85-90 0.0032 50.00 0.00160 

99.998:$ 144.55'K 2.647566,K 

90 - IßO* 0.00180 (o.9)J^i-1 0.]) 288 

L    2Tr 

0.00065 

100.000 % -     2.648a6,K 

* - Values from Table C-l multiplied by 2 because of symmetry 

w - Values from Figure B-3 
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Tnblo 0-6     AMTKMfJA TKMrHtATUiÜS AT 20,000 ft. WllhN 

THK MKAII 13 POINTIMO AT ^5* 

DBQwSS OiA01. 1      2* 
nine 

W113310« 
ölTl  ^^1 

-5-0 4M16% 50.0 * 24.150 'K 
0- 5 4n.3l6 20.0 9.6632 
5 - 10 0.2305 12.0 0.02766 

10 - 15 0.2970 9.0 0.02673 
15-20 0.17«5 7.0 0.012495 
20-25 0.1rt65 5.0 0.010017 
25-30 0.1205 5.0 0.006425 
30 - 35 0.0715 4.4 0.003146 
35-40 0.04225 4.0 0.0016096 
W) - 45 0.05015 3.7 0.0010555 
45-50 0.0630 3.4 0.002142 
50-55 C.1255 3.3 0.0041415 
55-6© 0.1255 3.1 O.O03Ö9O5 
60 - 65 0.0795 2.9 0.0023055 
65 - 70 0.0630 2.Ö5 0.0017955 
70 - 75 o.o:'5l 2.0 0.0007020 
75-00 0.0125 2.7 0.0003375 
rto - «5 O.ÜÜ25 2.6 0.0000()5 
05 - 90 0.0016 2.6 0.0000416 
90 - 95 0.00005 2.7^1 
95 - 100 2.0 

IOC - 105 2.05 
105 - 110 2.9 
110 - 115 3.1 
lt9 - 120 3.3 
120 - 125 3.4 
125 - 130 
130 - 135 

3.7 
4.0 ^141.95 0.000070975 

135. - 140 4.4 
140 - 145 5.0 
145 - 150 5.0 
150 - 155 7.0 
155 - 160 9.0 
1^0 - 165 12.0 
165 - 170 20.0 
170 - 175 > f 50.0 J 

9^.31595^ - 34.62674flK 
2 n- 
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. Trtbl« D-6 Cont'd 

-Y 
DB0RKK3 

5-10 
10 - 15 
15-20 
20-25 
25 - 30 
30 -35 
35 -40 
UO - 45 
a5 - 50 
50-55 
55-60 
60 - 65 
65-70 
70-75 
75-00 
80-85 
85-90 
90-95 
95 * 100 

100 - 105 
105 - 110 
110 - 115 
115 - 120 
120 - 125 
125 - 130 
130 - 135 
135 - 140 
UO - 145 
145 - 150 
150 - 135 
155 - 160 
160 - 165 
165 - 170 
170 - 175 
175 - 180 
180 - 185 

1  2 ir 

0.2305^ 
0*2970 
0.1785 
0.1865 
0.1285 
0.0715 
0.04225 
0.05015 
0.0630 
0.1255 
0.1255 
0.0795 
0.0630 
0.0251 
0.0125 
0.0025 
0.0016 
0.00005 

1.68405^ 

ATMO3PHERI0 
EMISSION 

50.0'K 
20.0 
12.0 
9.0 
7.0 
5.0 
5.0 
4.4 
4.0 
3.7 
3.4 
3.3 
3.1 
2.9 
2.85 
2.8 
2.7 
2.6 
2.6 >| 
2.7 
2.8 
2.85 
2.9 
3.1 
3.3 
3.4 
3.7 
4.0 
4.4 
5.0 
5.8 
7.0 
9*0 

12.0 
20.0 
50.0. 

144.55 

2 

0.11525*K 
Oi05940 
0.02142 
0.016785 
0.008995 
0.004147 
0.0021125 
0.0022066 
0.002520 
0.0046435 
0.004267 
0.0026235 
0.001953 
0.0007279 
0.00035625 
0.000070 
0.0000432 
0.0000013 

0.00007228 

Noise Temperatur« from- 0.247594*K 
the earth direotion for 
a ohield of 100% refl. 

Fort 
90^ refl.      (0 9)0.247594 -0.22285 
iqg   grd.     (0.1) 0.01684 x 288 ■ 0.48500 

X ffifi   -5'to -185'  - 0.70785 'K 

Total Ant. Temperature! 

S GiV^~£i--   - 34.6267 ^ 9.7078   - 35.3345 'K 
2fr -*■    
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TnMnD-7     AUTKinU TWH'l-iiATlMB AT 20,000 ft. WWW 

TIII-; insAMiin I^OIKTTW AT W'* 

0*01 kvmvmuc OIIOUND 
1 ^^   2^ oroiu-;!^ 1  2^- EMinaiON EMISSION 

1      0-5' 4^.316 % 50.0'K 24.15aO,K 
5 *10 0.2305 20.0 0.0461 

10 - 15 0.2970 12.0 0.03564 
15 - ao-.. 0.17C5 9.0 0.016065 
20-25 0.1^65 7.0 0.013055 
25 - 30 0.1^5 5.0 0.007453 
30 -35 0.0715 5.0 0.003575 
35 - AO 0.04225 4.4 0.001859 
hO - 45 0.05015 4.0 0.002006 
45-50 0.0630 3.7 0.002331 
50-55 0.1255 3.4 0.004267 
55 -60 0.1255 3.3 0,004142 
60 - 65 0.0795 3.1 0.002465 
65 - 70 0.0630 2.9 0.001827 
70-75 0.0251 2.05 0.0007154 
75 - ftO 0.0125 2.0 0.000350 
00-85 0,0025 2.7 0.0000675 
05-90 0.0016 2.6 0.0000416 
90 - 95 0.00005 2.6^ 
95 - 100 2.7 

100 - 105 2,0 
105 - 110 2.Ö5 
110 - 115 2.9 
115 - 120 3.1 
120 - 125 3.3 
125 - 130 3.4 
130 - 135 
135 - 140 

3.7 
4.0 ^144.55 0.00007228 

140 - 145 4.4 
145 - 150 5.0 
150 - 155 5.8 
155 - 160 7.0 
160 - 165 9.0 
165 - 170 12.0 
170 - 175 1 f 20.0 
175 - 1Ö0 50.0  J 

50.00 % 24.3 *K 

100 - 360* 50.00 % (0.1)2fU 
1 

14.400 

(o.y) 24.3 21.87 

100.00 % 
1 i   2lr 

60.57'K 

067190 1 
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Table D-a     AOTF.NNA TKMrHUTIJHK AT SKA LEVEL WHEN 

TI05 BEAM IS l-OIHTKD AT 0* (ZENITH) 

r 
DEGREES 

0.    Afll 
2Tr 

ATMOSFIfEHIC 
EMISSION 

UROUND 
BOttZQI 

0^ ^01 
mr 

5 -10 

10-15 

15-20 

20-25 

25-30 

30-35 

35 -40 

«) - 45 

45-50 

50-55 

55-60 

60-65 

65-70 

70-75 

75 - 00 

69-35 

05-90 

90 - 160 

96.632 % 

0.461 

0.594 

0.357 

0,373 

0.257 

0.143 

0.0Ö45 

0.1003 

0.126 

0.251 

0.251 

0.159 

0.126 

0.0502 

0.0250 

'    0.0050 

0.0032 

299.9982 % 

0.00180 
^i     -   -   i i 

100.000 % 

5.2 'K 

5.3 

5.4 

5.6 

5.9 

6.2 

6.5 

7.0 

7.5 

8.0 

Ö.7 

9.7 

11.5 

13.0 

16.5 

23.0 

40.0 

110.0 

295.0 

(0.9) ^|i (0.1)288 

Oi?i   ^1 2vi 

5.024864'K 

0.024433 

0.032076 

0.019992 

0.022007 

0.015934 

0.009275 

0.005915 

0.0075225 

0.0100(H) 

0.021837 

0.024347 

0.018285 

0.016380 

0.008283 

0.005750 

0.00200 

0,00352 

5.27252 

0,00078 

5.27330#K 
2Tr 

* - Valueo from Table C-l multiplied by 2 bocauos of eyinmetry 

tt* - Values from Figure B-3 
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TtbliiD-9       ANTONA T^rKKATHRK AT 5RA LKVBL WHEN 

TllK HKAM 13 rOINTINO    AT 05 * 

nonn 

-5-0 
0- 5 
5 -10 

10 -15 
15-20 
20-25 
25 -30 
30-35 
35 -UO 
W) - 45 
45-50 
50 -555 
55-60 
60-65 
65-70 
70-75 
75-90 
ftO - «5 
«5 - 90 
90-95 
95 - 100 

100 - 105 
105 - 110 
110 - 115 
115 - 120 
120 - 125 
125 - 130 
130 - 135 
135 - UO 
UO - U5 
U5 - 150 
150 - 155 
155 - 160 
160 - 165 
165 - 170 
170 - 175 

3^ 
2^ 

/»ft.316 % 
4rt.3l6 
0.2305 
0.297 
0.17rt5 
0.1^65 
0.12ft5 
0.0715 
0.0^225 
0.05015 
0.0630 
0.1255 
0.1255 
0.0795 
0.0630 
0.0251 
0.0125 
0.0025 
0.0016 
0.00005 

9ß.313V57^ 

ATHOSPHKRIO 
EMISSION 

110.0 *K 
W).0 
23.0 
16.5 
13.0 
11.5 
9.7 
Ö.7 
Ö.0 
7.5 
7.0 
6.5 
6.2 
5.9 
5.6 
5.i. 
5.3 
5.2 
5.2 
5.3^ 
5.4 
5.6 
5.9 
6.2 
6.5 
7.0 
7.5 
Ö.0 
Ö.7 
9.7 

11.5 
13.0 
16.5 
23.0 
40.0 

110.0 J 

a.T. üiL^Zi 

01T1 £L 
2^ 

N 209.0 

S^iT 2 Tt 

53.U76 K 

19.3264 
0.058015 
0.049005 
0.023205 
0.0214475 
0.0124645 
0.0062205 
0.0033^0 
0.0037612 
0.004410 
0.0079625 
0.007595 
0.0046905 
0.00352Ö 
0.001355* 
0.0006625 
0.000130 
0.0000^32 

0.0001449 

72.677061"K 
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(D-9 «nntM) 

1                             1 
-^ \ A/9l ATiionnii'Wio   • 

0lTl        P./)' DKOUKKS KMIS3ION 
7.fr 

5 - id 0.2305Jf llü.O'K 0.25355'K 

]0 - 15 0.2970 40.0 O.1100O 

15-20 0.1755 23.0 o.oao55 
^0 - ^5 0.1065 16.5 0.03077.':5 

?5 - 30 0.1205 13.0 0.016705 
30 - 35 0.0715 11.5 0.0002225 
35 - /»O 0.0/.225 9.7 0.0040902 

/♦0 - ^5 0.05015 0,7 0.00436305 

/i5 - 50 0.0630 0.0 0.005040 

50 - 55 0.1255 7.5 0.0094125 
55 - 60 0.1255 7.0 0.00070>' 

60-65 0.0795 6.5 0.0051675 
65-70 0.0630 6.3 0.003906 
70 - 75 0.0251 5.9 0.0014Ö09 
75 - JX) 0.0125 5.6 0.00070 
IK) - n5 0.0025 5.4 0.000135 
f4.5 - 90 0.0016 5.3 0.0000640 

•A) - 95 0.00005 5.2 0.0000026 

95 - 100 5.2-^ 
100 - 105 5.3 
105 - 110 5./» 
110 - ]15 5.6 
115 - 120 5.9 
120 - 125 6.2 
125 - 130 6.5 
130 - 135 I*   295 0.0001475 
135 - UO YO 
UO - U5 Ö.Ü 

U5 - 150 0.7 
150 - 155 9.7 
155 - 160 11.5 
160 - 165 13.0 
165 - 170 16.5 
170 - 175 23.0 
175 - 1W \ f 40.0 
1ft) - W5 T 110.0   j 

1.60405 i 
...                                        •                               Mil Noise Tempcraturo irom t-no    ■ 

L'n^.-t. n4«.»^4.4»n   r^v.   « CU4«TJ - 0.512420 K 

For 1 

of 100 % Reflect Wity 

90 ?5 refl.        (0.9) 0.512420 

10 % ^rdr        (0.1) 0.01.604 x 200 « 

Z.01TI -^vle?' ■ 

Tot il Ant, Temperature 1 

0.46IIO5 
0.485000 

0.946105'K 
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TnM« 0- AUThr.M lATHiK AT SKA LKVKI. WIHI 

THK IlKAM IM IDTNTJMO AT 90* 

0-5 
5 -10 

10 - 15 
15-20 
20 - 25 
25 - 30 
30 - 35 
35 - UO 
UO - ^5 
1,5-50 
50-55 
55 -«> 
60 - 65 
65 - 70 
70-75 
75 - tfO 
ßO - «5 
05-90 
90 - 95 
95 - 100 

100 - 165 
105 - J10 
110 - 115 
115 - 120 
1?.0 - 125 
125 - 130 
130 - 135 
135 - UO 
UO - U5 
U5 - 150 
150 - 155 
155 - 160 
160 - 165 
165 - 170 
170 - 175 
175 - 180 

180 - 360, 

W.316 % 
0.2305 
0.2970 
0.1765 
O.Lfl65 
0.1205 
0.0715 
0.0/4:125 
0.05015 
0.0630 
0.1255 
0.1255 
0.0795 
0.0630 
0.0251 
0.0125 
0.0025 
0.0016 
0.00005 

50.000 % 

50.000 % 

100.000 % 

ATJJOÖPtiailD OHOIWD 
1 A^rr »uasioN KMIÄIION 

110.0'K 53.1476^ 
/.o.o 0.0922 
23.0 0.06631 
16.5 0.0294525 
13.0 0.02/^5 
11.5 0.0147775 
9.7 0.0069355 
n.7 0.0036575 
6.0 0.004012 
7.5 0.004725 
7.0 O.CKW785 

6.5 0.0063 575 
6.2 0.(H)4927 
5.9 0.003717 
5.6 O.0014050 
5./, o.oaV>75 
5.3 0.0001325 
5*2 0,000( 
5.2^ 
5.3' 
5.U 
5.6 
5.9 
6.2 
6.5 
7.0 
7.5 
Ö.0 f- 295 0.0001475 

8.7 
9.7 

11.5 
13.0 
16.5 
23.0 
U).0 

110.0^ 

53.77515 *K 

(0.1)2M 14.4000 

(0.9) 53.77515 40.39764 

1 

\ •n.T. 4^    1 =-   116.573 "f            | 
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Tabl« D-ll       81IHI1ART OP ANTENNA TEMPFUATiniK DUE TO 
AWOSl'HHilC AND OnOUNO W4I3310N3 

AimiWM 
LOOKyWOUS 

SOURCE OF NOISE TEMPKKATUKE 

Airioainn-iiic 
EMIIiSION 

OROUND EMISSION 

-.K. 
ioi'grT 

!1_ 

TOTAL AFTTENNA 
NOISE TEMPKRATUHK 

Sea 
05* 

90- 

r 

20,000 rt.. 

0 

05* 

90* 

40,000 Ft, 

V 

^o- 

«5* 

90* 

5.273 

72.677 

53.775 

2.65 

34.6 

24.3 

1.1595 

14.060 

9.730 

0.000:365 

0.4618 

43.3976 

0.000139 

0.2230 

21.Ö70 

O.OOOOV 

0.0Ö90 

8.760 

0.00052 

0.490 

14.40 

0.00052 

0.490 

14.40 

0.00052 

0.490 

14.40 

5.27 * K 

73.62 

116.57 

2.65 

35.30 

60.57 

1.16 

14.64 

3Ü.90 
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APPENDIX E 

Htgh-Power TtiHng of Mlcrowove Component 

Th« componenfi In the airborne antenna system muit withstand 10-kw cw power at 8.35 kmc. 
However, no such high powr testing facility Is available at either Boeing or at electronics 
firms offering the components.   Varlan Associates, makers of super-power klystrons, has 
offered to test some of these components but were unable to do so before the end of 

January 1961. 

To simulate 10-kw cw-power In the microwave band, a traveling-wave circulator maybe 
used.***  However, at X-band, the loss In a trove ling-wave circulator severely limits 
the power multiplication.   The multiplication factor in an existing RG-52/U T-W 
circulator was less than 6 under testing conditions.   However, a power multiplication of 
20 was needed to simulate 10-kw with the 500-watt klystron available ot Boeing . 

A standing-wave resonator with losses small compared to those in the device under test 
was built.   A novel feature was the variable Iris for controlling the resonator coupling, 
thus permitting maximum multiplication with minimum Input VSWR.   Power multipllcotions 
of up to 20 were achieved, depending on losses in   the device under test.   (Figs. E-l and 

E-2). 

The klystron operates at a fixed frequency of 9.5 kmc, with a peak power of 2. kw, 
and an average power of 600 watts.   Components designed for the 9.-10.-kmc band 
(RG-52/U) were tested; from these results, the performance of similar designs scaled to 
the 8-kmc band (RG-5I/U) can he inferred.   Only low-loss components can be tested 
effectively since lossy components would lower the Q of the resonator and reduce its 
mulplicatlon factor.   Likewise, antennas and antenna feeds being two-»ermlnol devices, 
can not be tested In this manner because they radiate power. 

Some of the components tested are a: follow: 

1. TE-TEM-TE Rotary Joint (Teflon support) 
This waveguide rotary joint was supplied by DeMornay-Bonardl.   The transition hetw»*Mn 
the RG-5I/U waveguides Is a coaxial section supported by Teflon.   The joint was 
subjected to one kilowatt cw power at 9.5 kmc for a duration of three minutes.   The 
heat generated in the center conductor and the surrounding teflon melted the conductor f* 
charred the teflon.   Figure E-3 is a photograph of the burn-down rotary joint. 

2. TE-TEM-TE Rotary Joint (T-bar support) 
This joint was manufactured by Western Electric Company and was obtained from 
military surplus.   The transition between the RG-5I/U waveguides is a coaxial section 
but the center conductor is supported by a T-bar located In one of the waveguides.   It 
was subjected to six-kilowatt cw power at 9.5 kmc for a duration of one hour.   The 
external surface of the joint was heated to approximately 22G0F and the center conductor 
heated until its silver-soldered parts melted.   This joint is better than the preceding 
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one because there it no dielectric Keating involved.   However, it fail» to meet the 
lO-kw requirement.   Center-conductor cooling would doubtless raise the power capacity 
of this joint, but it difficult to achieve by an external blower. 

3. TE-TM-TE Rotary Joint 
The joint tetted was manufactured by Premier Microwave Corporation and was obtained 
from military turplut.   The circular waveguide trantition between the RG-52/U 
rectangular waveguidet has a narrow bandwidth and it detigned to operate at 9.3 
to 9.4 Icmc.   It was subjected to five-kilowatt cw power for 15 minutet and then to 
ten kilowatts for another 15 minutet.   The heat generated by the joint wot dissipated 
with two blowers.   Excep* for the heating, no effect on the electric characteristict 
was observed.   Upon dismantling of the joint after the test, it was noticed that the 
rubber washer in the joint was melted but no other part was damaged or discolored 
(Fig. E-4a). 

Upon request. Premier sent Boeing a compact, aluminum, TE-TM-TE mode, rotary 
joint for use with RG-5I/U.   The joint it detigned to operate at a 9.3-9.4 kmc.   It 
was subjected to about 10 kw cw power at 9.5 kmc for a period of 30 minutes.    The 
heat generated by the joint was dissipated by a 150-wott air blower.   The temperature 
rise was I20*F.   No effect on the electrical or physical characteristics of the joint 
wn observed after the test (Fig. E-4b).  Therefore, It can be concluded that this type 
o) rotary joint can withstand the required cw power because it does not suffer dielectric 
heating nor does it have highly concentrated currents within the joint. 

4. Teflon Window» 
Two Teflon windows of 0.03-Inch and 0.06 Inch thickness were tested.   The window 
was placed In the transverse plane within a RG-52/U waveguide resonator, one-quarter 
guide wavelength from a shunting plunger    The 0.03-inch window was subjected to 
six-kilowatt cw power for about 20 minutes.   Softening of the teflon was observed 
at the center portion of the window where the electric field In maximum.   The 0.06- 
inch window was subjected to approximately 10-kliowatt cw power for 10 minutes.   The 
center portion of the window was melted (Fig. E-5).   Even in the larger RG-5I/U 
waveguide, or In the 1-inch circular guide, the performance of a Teflon window would 
be marginal because of dielectric heating. 

5. Teflon Cap 
a.     Voltage Breakdown 

A .03-inch thick hemispherical teflon cap placed at the aperture of the circular 
antenna feed was tested for voltage breakdown in a vacuum chamber (Fig. E-6). 
The cap was under sea level pressure on one side and up to 90,000 feet altitude 
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air preuure on th« other side.   A peak power level of about 50-lcw, two mlcro- 
lecond pulse at 6100 mc was applied to the cap for a period of five minutes at 
each 10,000 feet altitude Interval and for a period of 30 minutes at 90,000 feet. 
No voltage breakdown or corona was observed. 

b. Dielectric Heating 
No X-band, 10-kw, cw-power It available for testing the dielectric heating of 
the Teflon cap.   To simulate similar heating conditions, a 0.03-inch thick Tenlte 
cap was used.   Tenite has the same softening temperature as Teflon but Is 200 
times as lossy at X-band.   The cap was subjected to 90 watts average power at 
8100 mc for a duration of one hour.   No deformation of the cap was observed. 
There was slight dielectric heating of the Tenite but the temperature rise in the 
material was well within the tolerable level.   The degree of dielectric heating 
generated in the Tenite Is approximate!/ that of Teflon of the same thickness if 
subjected to 18-kw power.   Related tests on various dielectric thicknesses (.06" — 
.25") showed gieater temperature rises with the thicker samples; therefore, Teflon 
caps no greater than .03'' should be used. 

c. Air Pressure 
The .OS-Inch Teflon cap was pressure tested up to 30 psig without rupture or 
deformation.   Thus,the cap will withstand the waveguide pressure of 15 psig or 
15-30 psi at altitude. 
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Appendix  F 

Suwmory of "Project Needlct* Techniqu»  (Ref. 28) 

"Orbital »cotter communication»/ credited to W. E. Morrow and Harold Meyer of 
Thompson Ramo Woolridge Corporation, I» a promising new technique that will u»e earth- 
clrcllng belt» of tiny balr-thln metallic whUker».   A pound of tiny dipole whl»ker» In 
orbit con provide a» much effective signal reflecting area as approximately 1,000 
pound» if material In the form of a conventional hollow-sphere passive communication» 

satellite.   ' 

Million» of dipole», leu than 0.001 Inches In diameter, 0.8 Inches long, weighing 220 
lb. per billion, will be e|ected from a satellite a» It circle» the earth.   A continuous 
belt of »ignal-reflectlng surfaces In an equatorial orbit will result and will remain fixed 
with respect to earth stations except for small orbit perturbations.   Two orbital belt», 
one in an equatorial orbit and the other In a polar orbit, can provide global coverage 
and »hould have a lifetime of »everal year» before becoming dispersed enough to require 
replacement.   A »ingle belt of dipole» can provide a large number of simultaneous 
communication channel» becau»e of the large number of »catterlng location» available 
around the earth. 

If the dipole» are ejected along a satellite velocity vector with a maximum velocity of 
plus and minus 10 fps., the belt will close upon Itself In roughly one month and will 
assume a reasonable degree of uniformity in two months.   If dlpoles are ejected in all 
directions, the belt con be expected to spread about 20 mi. in thickness and about 5 ml. 
In width, with the bulk of the dlpoles concentrated In a narrow portion of the belt. 
Average separation between Individual dipole» In a 3,000 mile orbit would be about 1,000 

ft. 

The movement of the tiny dopoles In orbit through the beam of a fixed ground antenna 
will create some disadvantageous propagation characteristics.   With a beam-filling belt 
multipath delays of 100-300 microseconds can be expected, and the motion of the Hlpoles 
will cause multipath delay to change 200-1000 time» per second.   Thi» "doppler smear" 
characteristic suggests the use of non-coharent pulse code modulation techniques for the 
best results.   The multipath delay is comparable to that due to ionospheric scatter but 
the fading rate is about 300 time» higher.   Digital transmission techniques, both for 6a\a 
and voice, may therefore be necessary. 

Solar radiation pressure acting on the low-mass dlpoles may cause annual orbital 
dispersion of about 20 mi. In a radial direction (thickness).   If all dlpoles had the same 
orientation In orbit, the effect on the belt would not affect Its usefulness.   Because of 
the random orientation the solar-caused perturbation will result in changes of dipole 
density within the belt.   However, a cycle variation in orbit eccentricity, with a period 
of several months, is expected to cause substantially greater perturbations of the belt 
orbit.   For a belt in polar orbit at an altitude of about 2,300 mi., the perigee Is expected 
to be forced into the atmosphere after about 12 to 20 months.   Longer lifetimes will be 
obtained at higher altitudes.   Such a belt will be placed Into orbit In th« naxt few months 
as a "piggy-back" experiment aboard another satellite.   In Its final form, a belt produced 
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by a billion dipoUt, weighing 220 lb., at an oltltude of »everal hundred thousand ft. 
should provide communication data capacity of some tem of kilobits per second, over 
SHF circuits of up to 10,000 kilometers length, using 60 ft. diameter ground stations 
antennas, 10 kw transmitters, and low-noise mote: receivers. 
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APlLflDDC G 

SATCLLITE Oi(DIT OOMrUTATIONS 

1,     Tne Orbital Klomonta 

Longitude and latitude of the euboatelllte point on the earth and the helcht 

of the satolllte above tho earth will be predicted from the orbital elemente 

(computation of an ephcinorie). 

A catalog of all Batellltee lo maintained by the NORC (Naval Ordnance Reeearch 

Computer),   where orbital elemente are doterm!nod from obnorvatlono,    Fbr 

Initial orbit determination and prediction, Cowcll'e method of numerical 

Integration is used I for larce numbora of oboervntions, the mothed of genoral 

oblateneaa perturbatlona la employed»     (Refs. 33-35) 

Six elements are needed to describe on elliptical orbit at some given time 

T0 (called the epoch) 

Semlroajor axis (a) 

Eccentricity (e) 

Inclination (1) 

Rieht aacension of ascendine node ( Ö0) 

Argument of perieee (^J) 

Mean anomaly at epoch (M ) 

The epoch is given as the year, month, day, hour, minute, and second in 

universal time. 
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Tho ptmiim-i.lor axlo of the ollipoe lo iqoaourod In ourtMfl equatorial radii 

(equatorial radiue Is 3963.3A statute miles based en the international 

ellipsoid for the shape of tne earth )•   (Ref. 36) 

The eccentrlolty is a rat .0 which is always less than unity for an ellipse 

and is equal to zero for a circle. 

Z 1 

*~ 1 

Vernal 
Equinox 

XT   plane Is equatorial 

plane of the earth 

Fig, G.I Coordinate Reference System 

The inclination (Hg.Qrl.) is the angle measured in degroos from the equatorial 

plane of the earth to the orbital plane at the asoondlng node (that is, whore 

the satellite crosses the equator In a northward direction)« 

The right ascension of the ascending node Is measured in degrees eastward along 

the earth»s equator from the vernal equinox to the ascending node. 

The vernal equinox establishes the x-axls for the geocentric coordinate,system, 

the z-axls passing through tho earth's North polfe^ and the y-axle lying in the 

equatorial plane to form a right-handed coordinate system. 
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The (\r"unont of pr-riree (point of cloecet approach to tho earth) lo tho anrlo 

in dojTooo meaoured In the orbital plane from the ascending node to the perigee« 

/ 

The monn anonmly at epoch lo nlven in do(Toeo and reprosonts the position of 

the oatolllte In tho orbit with roopoct to the pcrlcoe. 

Two major dleturbinf; forcoe rnuot be t ken Into account, one rooultlnc from the 

ehape of the earth (the equatorial bilfe), and one recultlng ftrom the presence 

of the atmosphere«   Because of tho distribution of tho mass of the earth, 

there Is motion of the perigee In the orbital plane, and motion of the node In 

the equatorial plane«   Those perturbations are taken Into account both In 

orbit determination and prediction« 

The anomalistic poriod is tho time for tho satellite to make a complete 

revolution from perlcee to perigee« 

Depending on the orbital olomonto, the motion of node and perigee are a few 

degrees a day at moot«   For a polar orbit (1 = 90°) there is no motion of the 

nodoj for an orbit having an inclination of 63-1/2   there Is no motion of the 

perigee«    Tho perigee and apogee heights are measured from the surface of tho 

earth, which Is token to correspond to the equatorial radius. 

The vernal equinox is the intersection of tho ecliptic and the celestial 

equator when the sun travels north in the spring, and is also called the 

"first point of Aries." 
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2.    Seculor ond Periodic Motions of the Nod« of on Artificial Eorth Satellite (Ref. 37) 

2 TTJR2 co$  I C t JR2 äfy 1- a2 (l-e2)2 lAo^S-t^ 

JR2 

fi (3-20sin2i)-e2(4+5 tin2!)] 

[[0(2-5 »ln2l) e cof w-(7-l5 iln2i)e2 COJ 2 JU 

[( I + 4" •^ (4'7 ,ln2i) ' (3"7 ,,n2|) %2 co% 2 0 
^a^l-e2)2 

^ STTDR4 COI i 

7a4 (l-e2)< 

^ ^P  - diff, in right ascension between two successive ascending nodes 
J,D   = coeff»«   of 2nd and 4th order harmonics in the oot   fen. for the oblate earth 

(ref. 38). 
R        ■ equatorial radius of earth 
i « inclination of orbit to the equator 
a,e    ■ semi-major axis and eccentricity of osculating ellipse corresponding to the 

satellite at the node 
w       ■ argument of perigee (angular distance from the node to perigee), 
node  = point on celestial sphere where the satellite crosses the equator. 

Example: - I958B2 (Vanguard I) (^-) = 1.3603; I = MW-, 

e - 0.1896; J = 1.6232 x lO"3; D = 0.885 x I0"5 

separate contributions of the J and D terms are 

A ^)(deg/rev) = (0.281 - 279 x lO-6 cos w + 1.79 x lO"6 cos 2 w)J + 
(3.58 x lO"4 - 5.37 x 10-6 cos 2 w)D 

The linear (secular) terms in J is dominant. 
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Appendix H 

COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM 

Comporiton Botveen Anolog ond Afjrhmctlc or Incremental Digital Compoten 

Four factors determined the selection of digital Imtrumentatlon for the computer lubiyitemi 

(1) Accuracy - If a computing precision of better than one part in 1000 is required 

a digital computer should be used. 

(2) Flexibility - A digital computer Is more easily adopted to using the same equip- 

ment for different tasks at different times; this type of flexibility Is especially 

true of the arithmetic type of computer. 

(3) Compactness -    In almost every case, digital computers are more compact than analog 

compute« for the same application. 

(4) Reliability - Usually the only critical quantity in a digital computer Is the basic 

clock frequency, whereas analog computers are dependent on stable voltages ond 

careful balancing. Because more precise control can be effected over frequency 

than any other quantity, digital computers offer greater operational reliability. 

Arithmetic Digital Computers 

The general configuration of the antenna platform positioning system with an arithmetic 

digital computer is shown In Figure   H.I 

At fixed time Intervals,   AT, the readings from the aircraft instruments are encoded into whole 

numbers and gated into the computer memory.   The computer then steps through its program 

solving the given equations.   When the computer has executed the entire program. It reads 

the output data into buffer storage and stops.   At time AT later, fresh data are read in and the 

program is repeated.   Whenever a new number appears In buffer storage, it is decoded into an 

analog signal for use by the antenna platform positioning system. 

The encoders could be repeater servos and whole-number shaft-angle encoders.   The computer 

will use a magnetic drum memory, the most compact storage medium available today when all 

required auxiliary equipment is considered.   The main disadvantage of drum storage Is that 

instructions and data must be carefully placed on the drum If waiting time for required words 

to appear under the read heads is to be minimized. 
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Fig. H-l     GENERAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION USING AN AK1THHETIC DIGITAL COMPUTER 

Incremental 

Encoders 

Incromf»ntft4 
Digital 

Computer 

Tncrementalf 

Docodurs 

Antenna 
Platform 

Positioning 
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Fi^. H-2     GENIORAL SYSTEM CONFIGUUATIÜN USING AN INCREMENTAL DIGITAL COMPUTER 
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To mlnimlz« waiting time, the computer may ute a two-oddreu Injtruction code or a 

relative addreu system, and parallel arithmetic may be required.   TKe buffer storage 

may be flip-flop registers, and the decoders may be servos with shaft-angle encoders 

used In feedback loops.   Fundamentally, this machine adds numbers and performs certain 

logical comparisons,   integration and multiplication are performed numerically and trig- 

onometric functions are evaluated using power series expressions. 

This computer solves a stated problem by c irrying out all basic operations under the control 

of the program which Is a sequence of coded instructions.   The Instructions are stored In 

the computer memory together with the required data.   Thus, the task which the computer 

performs can be changed by causing the computer to follow a different program which also 

is stored in the memory. 

The arithmetic digital computer Is therefore very flexible in its applications. 

Incremental Digital Computer» 

The general system configuration using an incremental digital computer is shown in Figure H.2. 

In this case, the computer operates almost continuously, accepting input pulses whenever 

they occur and putting out output pulses whenever required.   The incremental encoders may 

be incremental shaft-angle encoders which are considerably smaller than whole number 

encoders. 

This computer may use a magnetic drum memory or, if the problem is too small to warrant 

the use of a drum, magnetic core shift registers may be used.   The Incremental decoder Is 

smaller than a whole number decoder; it may be a stepping motor with an analog signal 

generator on the shaft, or in some cases, a simple smoothing of the output pulses yields the 

appropriate dc analog signal. 

The incremental digital computer usually takes the form known as the digital differential 

analyzer or DDA, and processes incremental information.   The basic element is the DDA 

integrator or increment multiplier, which yields an output pulse rate, AZproportional to 

the product of a whole number Y and a pulse rate AX«   The accumulation of these AZ pulses 
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then reprejenti tha integral of Y with respect to X.   Producfi and trigonometric (unctions 

are determined by solving for the increment In the desired quantity In terms of known quan- 

tities and their Increments.   The computer processes all of the Increment multipliers in a time 

known as the cycle time of the computer.   Usually the cycle time and increment values are 

chosen In such a way that no variable changes by more than one increment in one cycle time. 

The problem which a DDA solves Is defined by the interconnection of the increment multi- 

pliers; it is therefore not so flexible in the changing of its program as is the arithmetic 

computer. 
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Appendix I 

ANTENNA DRIVE CONTROL SYSTEM (Rofa. 39-^2) 

Z.Transfom Method 

A control systnm utilizing a digital computer is essentially a typo of 

sanpled-data control system in which the signals are in the form of a 

digital code (Figs. 1.1 and 1.4). 

The digital computer interacts dynamically with other parts of the sys- 

tem, and its effect will be examined by the use of conventional servo- 

mechanism design techniques, namely, frequency analysis (Figs. 1.5 and 

1.6). 

If digital shaft encoders are attached to the output shafts and the 

system is connected as in Fig, 1.1, then the computer can perform error 

detection and system compensation, and the stability and accuracy of 

the control system can be improved by designing a suitable program for 

the computer. 

One of the most powerful tools for analyzing and designing digital and 

sampled-data feedback control systems Is the Z-transform method which is 

reviewed briefly below. 

The basic component of sampled-data control systems is the sampler which 

converts a continuous signal Into a train of amplitude-modulated narrow 

pulses occurring at the sampling Instants as shown in Figure 1.2. 

In the diagrams, an asterisk refers to sampled-data functions, small 

letters refer to functions of time, and capital letters written as func- 

tions of (s) are the Laplace transforms of the corresponding time 

functions. D6-7I90 
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TDE-SHARED BQUIFMErrr 

On« 
Input 

n] Di«iUl 
D«cod«r n Control 

Element Computer ^j 

/ 
y^\— 

i  ^1 ̂
 s 

1 Encoder 

Controlled]^. ^M. 
System 

Fl«.    1-1     DIGITAL COOTROL SYSTEM 

iM *y  |x#u) 

0 ' t 
Continuous 
(analog) 

Sampler 

xfc) / ' 
f 

,< > —* - 

0 T 2T   3T   4T t 

Impulse Train 
(digital) 

Fig. 1-2  PROPERTIES OF AN IDEAL SAMPLER 

(a) Continuous System 

rt 
y(t) -i0 h(t-r)x(r)dt 

—i 

x(s) «----x^g) 

(b) System with Sampler 

y(t) - 2 h(t-nT)x(nT) 
n-0 

Fig. 1-3  COMPARISON OF CONTINUOUS & SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEM 
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i 
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Fig. 1-4     mOCHAM CONTROLLED DIGITAL COMPUTER 

CARRIER 

e(t) 
E(8) 

el(t) 
O0(i) 

e*(t)       . 
Dtt(e3T) 

1 - e-T9 clt 
E*(8) EI(S) 8 C(s) 

Sampler       Sampled Computer Output Clamped 
Input     Transfer Function by Zero-Order Hold 

C(s) - E(8)MD*(e0T) x G0(8) 

- E*(s) X D*(esT) x G0(3) 

Fig.  1-5      BLOCK DIAGRAM OF O^N LOOP DIGITAL 
COMPUTER COtfTROL SYSTM 

Note:    In the practical operation of a digital comnuter there 
exists a time delay in the computation e"85"1* which can 
be combined with G0(s). 
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If th« Input to the sampler Is x(t), the output is given by: 

x*(t) ■ y>    . x(nT)J(t - nT). 
n ■ -oo 

Since 

x(nT) ■ 0 for n< 0, 

M 

x»(t) - 2.  x(nT)g(t - nT). 

Taking the Laplace Tranaforra, 
oo 

X*(s) ^2-J  x(nT)£-nT8. 
n = 0 

Substituting z for £ 
OQ 

A... v   ^   . .. .„ 
i , n = 0 

b^-L In.z 

X*(8)|       "X(z) - X ■ x(nT)2' 

T 

where 

X(z) ■ Z /x*(t)\ is the Z-transform of x*(t). 

In a continuous system, Fig. 1.3(a), the output is given by the convolution 

integral: 

y(t) «j h(t -t) *{Z) dx 
o 

where y(t) is the output and h(t) is the impulse response function of the 

system. In terms of the complex variable s 

Y(s) = H(s)X(s) 

where Y(s), H(s), and X(s) are the Laplace transforms of y(t), h(t), and 

x(t) respectively. 
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In tho op*n-loop sanpled-daU ays ten of Fig. I.3(^)i th« output can b« 

described by a convolution nunmation, 
09 

y(t) ■ 2_J h(t * nT)x(nT). 
n ■ 0 

At the sampling instant, «T, 

yd 
n ■ 0 

Also, the L-transform of the output y(t) 

[«T) - 2L^ h(BT " nT)x(nT). 

it Y(8) - j y(t)e*8tdt. 

Substituting and rearranging, 

Y(s) - 2LJ x(nT)£-nT8 J h(t - nT)e.-(t " nT)8 dt. 
n ■ 0 

Since 

^•(s) - Z_i x(nT)£-nT8 and H(s) 
n ■ 0 

it follows that 

Y(s) - H(8)X»(s). 

J h(t)e'8tdt. 

The Z-transform 

Y(z) 

sform 0° i 

- Z fy*U)l - Z-» y(mT)z-n 

V.        J     m « 0 

2-»     2L-.MmT - nT)x(nTh'm 

m « 0   n 3 0 

/   ,  h(kT)z'k /    t x(nT)z-n where m - n « k. 
k - 0 n « 0 

Since oo 

XCz) ■ / _i  x(nT)z 
n = 0 

-n 
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And 

HU) - zL h(kT)t 
-k 

k ■ 0 

Y(») - H(t) X(i) 

where H(s) is oallod the pulsed transfer function. 

By analogy with the L-transfom, the Inverse Z-transfona of H(») is 

given byj 

h(kT) " ih /H(t)tk"1 di 

where C, the contour of integration is a unit circle with center at 

the origin of the z-plane. 

z[^(t - nT)] - «"n H(E) 

describes the shifting theorem of the Z-transfom. 
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Error Compensation by Digital Programming 

In Flgurel/the oiteriik refer« to sampled-dota computation, ond the function! of (•) 

ore L tiantformi; for Initonce 

R'(0   ■   L {'•(»)} 
The system perfonronce will be derived from the system over-oil transfer function which 

Is defined as the ratio of system output to system input.   The following symbols are used 

r* (f)    ■     sampled Input 

c  (t)    ■     output 

e* (t)   =     actuating error from the digital subtracter 

•f (0   ".     processed error signal 

G^s)   • 1 
transfer function of the decoder, the control elements and the controlled 

system 

H.(s)    ■      transfer function of the control elements In the feedback path and the 

encoder 

D.(i)   ■      required digital programming function for error compensation 

Then 

E*(s)    =     R^sK,   (•) 

E^O D1*(s)E»(») 

C^d)-    ^IT,   ^E^i») 

(0 

(2) 

(3) 

where 

D1*(«)=     D^z),^* (s)   =  ^Fr*(.) 

G^H^i)- Z transform of G. ($) H   (s) 

From(1)and(3) 

EMO - R*(s)-G1H1
]r(s)E1M0 

From (2) and (4) 

F   * li) = 
D1Ms)R*(0 

cj    \»/ 
,    .    rs    * /   \ T*.   TT  *   /   \ 14 0^(0^    (s) 

(4) 

(5) 
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I 

C(.)    -     G, (s) E^d)- 
OjMOGjd) 

♦ o^COGjrr/d) 
RMO (6) 

where    , 

G(.) 

or 

where 

G(.) 

G (•) R* (•) 

D^WGjW 

l + OjMO^M») 

Cd)   -     G(i)R(») 

IG (.)] 
14 D, (») cpr; (■> 

(7) 

(8) 

w 

(10) 

(H) 

ii the over-oil pulsed tromfer function of the i/item. 

The system error it e (t) s r (t) - c (t) and a system is said to be of high accuracy If 

c(t)     ■      r(tp 

c(«)     ■      MO 

c(.)    =     R(«)J 

I.e. the system over-all transfer function is equal to unity. 

In conventional continuous-data servo systems this condition can hardly be realized, however 

in a digital or sampled-data feedback control system it is not difficult to moke the output equal 

to the input at the sampling instants, so that the system error is made zero at the sampling 

instants.   This can be done if the over-all pulsed transfer function of the system Is made equal 

to unity by designing a suitable programming function, and if the sampling rate is kept high, 

an almost perfect control system can be obtained. 

From equation(10) the system error at sampling instant! h zero if 

0,00 0,00 

1 + 0] (*) G^RjTiF 
= 1 (12) 
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From (12) IMollowitho» 

V») 
G^^-G^^i) 

(13) 

it the desired digital programming function for lysfem-error compensation.   Since both 

G. (z)and G.H. (z)are ratios of two polynomials In Z     B e      the programming function 
-1 

D. (z) can be described by a ratio of two polynomials In Z     also. 

In Figure 7 

D^.) 
o 2 m 

^       ß   ♦ß. Z'1Tß-Z"Z4...4p   z'n 
ro     r 1 r 2 r n 

-I 

(M) 

where the processed signal e.   (t) =   Z       JE. (z)|    Is evaluated by the digital computer. 

Rearranging (14) and making use of the shifting theorem for Z-trantforrm. 

o<. e   (t)-fo<:e   (t-T)4oc e   (t-2T)+... •»• oc e   (t-mT) 
o z m 

(15) 

K*\   (t)4Plel   (t-T) + ß2e]   (»-2T)*... + ßne]    (t-nT) 

where T ■  sampling period of the system. 

Rearranging (15) 

m 

K    k=o 
[   I      c^. e   (t-kT)-   r ß. e      (t-kT) 

k = 0 M   K    ' -I 
(16) 

This Is a form of numerical quadrature formula, and the computation Involved can easily be 

performed by a digital computer.    (Refs. 43 and 44) 
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GenTollzed Dlglfol Cowp^niotlon 

In o digital fetdbock control lyitem, rhre« quantlH«!, the Input, Hi« trror and Hit 

output - con b« programmed In the digital computer at ihown In Figur«   ^"8. 

In which 

C(i)   -    G, (•)£,*(•) 

E(0  -   «/(o-c/co 

C2 (•)-     D2  (.)   C1   (i) 

r'l i 

•     • 
E|   (•)-     D|   (•)£   (s)4D3   (OR, MO 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Solving for E   (i) from (18) (19) (20) and (21) 

1 - D2
# (») D3* (s) 7^ *(•)        . 

E  (1)   ■      s s r—    R.   (1) 
l + D^OD^.) (5^#(.) ■1 

(22) 

Substitute (22) Into (21)and simplifying 

E/W 
D,   (1)^03  (s) 

1 ♦ D,   (•) D2 (s) (^   (,) 
«/(«) (23) 

From (17) end (23) 

C(s)    «     0(1)^   (s) 

where 

G(s) 
G1(8)[D1*(»)+D3*(s)] 

1 + D,   (s) D2   (s) Ü7R7 (5) 

taking the Z transform of (24) 

(24) 

(25) 
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wK »r« 

C(i) 

G(.) 

G (■)«,(!) 

focj 

(26) 

(27) 

From (26), If th« syiUm transfer function G(ft) U equal to unity, C(i) * R. {•) and 

C* (0 "  ri   (0-   TKui, th« i/sttm trror ot sampling Instants Is null If 

G(«) 
G1(i)[D1(i)+D3(a)] 

Solving for O, (») from (28) 

(28) 

D3(B) 

MO^OD^.)?^"^) 

 G]-®  - 0] (.) (29) 

Therefore a quadrature formula for •.   (t) In terms of the past Information of the output of 

D* (■)and the present and past Information of the input to D„ (■) can be derived for the 

necessary computation If D» (■) is a physically realizable program. 

A digital programming function, D. (e) Is physically realizable if the output of the network 

for the program does not depend upon the future information of the Input signal and If the 

digital program can be written 

m -1 

Dk(.) 

I     *, Z 
l«o 

P  + 
|«1       ' 

-I 
where   B     t   0 ro (30) 

so that the expression of D. (») about the point at Infinity contains no positive powers of Z. 
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If iht order of th« numtrofor of G. (•) U not equal to that of th« denominator, D. (■) 

may become unrealizable, but thli difficulty can be overcome.by chooiing proper 

functions for D   (e)# D (■)and H. (i) or by Introducing o fourth programming function 

D, (■) to at to moke 0- (t) phyilcally realizable. 

The chorocterlitlc equation of the tyttem It 

I  v  D1(.)D2(i)ü^(.) - 0 (31) 

System itabllity will be achieved by deilgning D   (i) D„ (K) to that ail the roof» of the 

characterIitlc equation lie Inside the unit circle of the z-plane to that (31) tatiifiei the 

Schur-Cohn Criterion.(*)   The product D. (■) D„ (») can be considered as the system 

stabilizing function.   After D. (■)and D- (z)are determined from system stability and 

transient performance considerations, the programming function 0. (■) Is derived from 

(29) for zero system error.   Since the feed-forward element D~ (•) Is located outside the 

control loop It does not affect the stability of the system, and It the system-error re- 

duction function. 

This technique will be applied to the elevation and azimuth channels of the antenna 

drive system (hg. 3.3 of main body of report). - 

HRefs. 45and46 
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APPENDIX    J 

Summary of CHofoctcrlstlo of Hughes M-252 Computer 

(designed In 1959, approximate cost $80,000) 

Class General purpose 
Circuitry Solid State (silicon) 
Type of operation Serial 
Number system Binary 
Arithmetic system Fixed point 
1 Imlng Synchronous 
Clock Rate 250 kc 
Word Length 22 bits total (19 plus sign and 2 spaces) 

Operation Times (microseconds) 

Add 88 
Subtract 68 
Multiply (per bit) 44 
Divide (per bit) 88 
Square Root none 
Transfer 88 
Program Branching 88 

Memory Data 

Typo Drum rotating at 11,400 RPM 
Capacity     5280 orders or 2640 numbers, 55,000 bits total  (M-252 computer 

could use drum of MA-1 computer having capacity of 300,000 bits total) 

Existing Input'-Output Data  -    for use In the Inertia I guidance system of the SD-5 Surveillance 
Dronej 

Conversion Accuracy:  Input + 0.3%       Output+1.0% 
Inputst        2aci 0to8488"v RMS 

3 dc t 0 to 8V (A ) 

6 digital : 0 or open (or + 15/+ 30 V) 
3 Incremental 

Outputs:      11 dc : + 8 V 
10 digital: 0 or open (+) 
3 Incremental :  0 or open (+) 

Functions:   (a)     Preflight alignmeni- and drift trim of the stable platform 
(b) Schüler tuning of the stable platform 
(c) Navigation and flight control of the entire mission 
(d) Selection of alternate flight profile segments as directed by 

data link 
(e) Conversion of polar coordinates to Universal Transverse Mercator 

(U.T.M., Army grid) coordinates. 

D6-7I90 
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3.2.4 

APPENDIX  K 

Digital Pointing Computer.   (Sections 3.2.4 through 3.4.5.2 of Source Control 
Drawing DIO-60603). 

The numbers of figures and tables referred to in this appendix have been changed to 
refer to figures and tables in the main body of this report. 

POWER SUPPLY 

3.2.4.1 The computer shall be suitable for operation from the following aircraft power 
supplies: 

(a) Three phase alternating current supply, 380-420 cycles, 102-124 volts 
phase to neutral 

(b) Direct current supply 24-29 volts 

3.2.4.2 The total power requirement of the computer shall not exceed 200 watts. 

3.2.5 WEIGHT AND VOLUME 

3.2.5.1      The weight of the computer, including input-output, and power supply units, shall 
not exceed 100 pounds. 

3.2*5.2     The volume of the computer, including input-output and power supply units, shall 
not exceed 4 cubic ft. 

3.2.6 INPUTS 

3.2.6.1 The computer shall be capable of directly accepting some or all of the available 
analog inputs as listed in Table 4.1.2 of this report without any intermediate 
electro-mechanical conversion stage, and without drawing any appreciable 
current from the signal sources. 

This is to be interpreted to mean that the input impedance of the computer circuit 
converting the input data into digital form shall not be less than that of a high 
quality voltmeter and shall not disturb the accuracy and normal operation of the 
autopilot, compass system, and doppler radar circuits being "tapped into". 

3.2.6.2 The computer program shall be designed to utilize the most precise inputs available 
in computing any derived data, for instance the instantaneous aircraft position shall 
be computed from true heading and ground speed, rather than from the latitude and 
longitude indications which are derived from an electromechanical analog computer 
having 2-3% accuracy. 
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3.2.6.3   It shall be left to the discretion of the vendor whether or not oil the avoilable 
Inputs will be utilized in the oomputtr program.   It it suggested that the redundant 
inputs should be utilized in suitable internal checks. 

3.2.7 OUTPUTS 

3.2.7.1 The computer shall be capable of directly supplying all required analog outputs 
without any intermediate electromechanical conversion stage. 

3.2.7.2 The computer shall supply suitable clutch coil currents to the Lear type 3055 Dry 
Power Magnetic Clutch Servo Units employed for the azimuth and elevation 
channels of the antenna servo drive system. 

3.2.7.3 If the computer cannot be readily adapted to supply output power adequate for 
operating these clutches directly, then the amplifier shown in Fig. 3.4 may be 
inserted to reduce the computer output power requirements. 

3.2.7.4 There shall be an additional output voltage proportional to range rate (rate of 
change of length of the vector from aircraft to satellite).   This will be a measure 
of doppler shift.   (The most critical condition will exist when a 1500-mile high 
satellite rises 'straight-up" near the horizon; its radial velocity wilt exceed 
12,000 miles/hr., and its doppler shift at 8kmc will be about I50kcj. 

3.2.8 Special Modes of Operation 

3.2.8.1 Polar Mode.   There shall be provision for a special computer program to be used 
in polar regions to avoid the discontinuities of the geographic coordinates, and 
the mode of computation shall be determined by latitude.   When the cosine of 
the present latitude becomes less than some predetermined constant, computation 
shall proceed in the polar mode in the next program cycle, with reference to 
either a pseude-transverse pole located at the equator on the intersection of the 
true heading great circle arc at the instant of change to the polar mode, or 
with reference to a transverse pole located at the equator on the htersection of the 
greenwich meridian.   All desired quantities are then to be transr'or.ned back to 
geographical coordinates. 

3.2.8.2 Satellite Near Zenith 

3.2.8.2.1   When the satellite passes close to the zenith, provision shall be made in the 
computer program to slew the azimuth channel to the reciprocal relative bearing 
after the elevation reaches a predetermined value.   (For instance, if 89° is 
chosen, a satellite passing overhead at 1/5 deg/sec angular rate allows 10 seconds 
to the Lear clutch servo motor rotating at 7300 RPM geared down 2270:1 to slew the 
azimuth drive through 180° before the satellite drops to below 89° on the 
reciprocal bearing.) 
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3.2.8.2.2   Special provision must b« made to exclude the case where the elevation reaches 
or exceeds 90° due to suddenly applied bank angles.   The antenna elevation 
look angle has a freedom of movement of M25* down to 120* up", measured from 

the horizontal plane, to make it possible to point the antenna at a satellite 
near the zenith when a 30° bank angle is applied to the aircraft without following 
the program branching outlined in 3.2.8.2.1. 

3.2.9 Clock Synchronization 

3.2.9.1 There shall be provision for synchronizing the airborne quartz crystal oscillator 
precision clock^posslbly by means of listening to timing signals and punching a 
"bomb-release* typ« button. 

3.2.9.2 The accuracy of synchronization shall not be inferior to that obtainable by means 
of a stop watch which can normally be manually punched correct to 1/5 second 
(equivalent to I mile of subsatelllte position of a satellite orbiting at a speed of 
5 miles/second). 

3.2.10 Manual Controller:  There shall be provision for controlling the operation of the 
computer by means of a manual controller having facilities for: 

3.2.10.1      Manual resetting of the aircraft latitude and longitude in flight in accordance 
with the latest fix information, complete with memory feature so that no 
navigational information is lost during the period of resetting. 

3.2; 10.2     Controls for initiating functional tests (see 3.4.5.1). 

3.2.10.3      Panel lights or other indications signifying 

(a) malfunction (see 3.4.5.2) 
(b) which of a number of selected satellites are above the horizon at a given time 

suitable for communications purposes, and control for selecting one of them. 
(c) whether computer program branching into the polar mode has taken place. 

3.2.11 Satellite Data 

3.2.11.1 Satellite data will be available on request from Lincoln Laboratory in the form of 
IBM cards giving the orbital elements and their first derivatives predicted for 
hourly intervals up to one week ahead. 

3.2.11.2 These data will be transferred to punched paper tape, and there must be provision 
for feeding the information into the digital pointing computer by means of a 
tape-reader to be stored there for periodic interpolation and updating of the 
satellite data. 
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3.2.12 Memory Storage:  The capacity of the computer memory must be adequate for 
the Intended functions with particular reference to the storing of satellite data 
and auxiliary navigational data, such as stored mngnetic vcriation for ail 
portions of the earth's surface where the magnetic compass can be used. 

3.3 Construction 

3.3.1 Mounting 

3.3.1.1 The Manual Controller shall be built suitable for mounting on c desk type console. 

3.3.1.2 The other units making up fie complete computer assembly, shall be suitable for 
mounting, complete in their cases, within one or more of the modules making up 
the complete control console (See fig. K-l and K-2) in a way ensuring easy 
removal for maintenance. 

3.3.2 Accessibility 

3.3.2.1 If electrical connection or mechanical adjustments of any portion of the system 
will be required for pre-flight or in-flight maintenance, then those portions of 
the system shall be designed to be easily accessible. 

TO IM* L-13 

Fig. K-l    Desk Height Cabinet Rack 
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3.4 Parformonc© 

3.4.1 Accurocy of computation.   All dato shall b« handled to a sufficient number of 
digit», and ail truncation errors kept sufficiently low, to ensure that the system 
accuracy is limited only by the accuracy of the existing aircraft sensors and 
stored satellite data. 

3.4.1.1 This is to be interpreted to mean that: 

3.4.1.1.1 Given correct inputs from the aircraft sensors the aircraft position ;hali be 
computed correct to 0.05% (I mlie in 2000 miles flown) 

3.4.1.1.2 Given correct inputs from the stored satellite data the subsateliite position sha'l 
be computed correct to within + 3 miles. 

3.4.1.1.3 Given correct aircraft and subsateliite positions the antenna platform shall be 
positioned in azimuth and elevation correct to within the accuracy of the position 
feedback transducers employed (K^arfott Type R 982-004 three Minute Synchro 
Resolvers)at the sampling instants (i.e. within + three minutes of arc). 

3.4.2 Environment.   The unit shall be designed to operate within the limits of this 
specification under the following environmental conditions. 

3.4.2.1 Temperature.   Ail ambient temperatures between -65PF and + I60*F. 

3.4.2.2 Altitude.   At any altitude between 0 and 10,000 feet. 

3.4.2.3 Fungus.   Fungus growth as encountered in tropical climates. 

3.4.2.4 Vibration.   Vibration as encountered in jet-powered aircraft. 

3.4.2.5 Humidity.   All conditions of relative humidity. 

3.4.3 Explosion Proofing.   The unit shall be designed to operate within an explosive 
atmosphere without igniting the atmosphere. 

3.4.4 Life.   The unit shall be designed fo«- a minimum of 1,000 hours mean time between 
failures. 

3.4.5 CORRECT FUNCTIONING 

3.4.5.1         There shall be provision to check the correct functioning of the system in an 
easily demonstrable way, for instance with the compass aid ajtopilot system 
operating, pressing test button A on the manual controller shall make the antenna 
point in the direction True North, elevation zero, and pressing test button B 
on the manual controller shall cause the antenna to point in a SW-ly direction, 
at an elevation of 45°.   Alternate functional checks may be designed into the 
 system at the discretion of the vendor.  
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3.4.5.2    At periodic Interval», before a new computation cycle begins, J check program it 
to be irserted which will test certain circuit properties.   If an incorrect answer 
results, an indication of computer malfunction should be given, and the computer 
should switch to s standby mode. 
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APPENDIX L 

SITE SURVEY PROFILES 

After the vertical location of the antenna axis had been established on the centerline 
of the body, a survey was made to determine the effect of the body station location on 
the amount that the wing nacelles and tail surfaces obscured the beam. 

It was assumed that normal operation of the system would occur during straight and level 
flight or In turning where a bank attitude only r^ulted. The latter condition produces 
obscumtion of the celestial sphere varying in magnitude with the degree of bank of the 
aircraft.   In level flight the only ob$curat; »n above the horizon would be by the fin and 
this is small regardless of the body station within the range considered.   Wing deflection 
effects are not significant. 

The centerline of the beam win used to determine the amount of obscuration.   Previous 
investigations have shown that beam diffraction/reflection by wings and air-frame at 
X-band agrees rather well with the optical silhouette.       The shadow of the aircraft 
on the celostial sphere was viewed from a point at the intersection of the antenna axes. 
A shadow for a number of body stations within the probable range of locations was 
determined for various angles of bank.   Conversion of these shadow graphs into areas 
which wyre then plotted permitted the determination of the amount of obscuration at ail 

body stctions within the range. 

In any attitude of bank or level flight,the lower limit of the effective operating range 
was considered to be 5° above the local horizontal.   The antenna drive mechanism 
directs the beam 25° below the horizontal reference plane of the aircraft.   With a 30° bank 
the axis of the beam, when directed laterally, would thus be 5° above the local horizon 
at Ih lowest position.   This lower limit of the operating range (5° above the horizontal) 
has been used as a base point to plot the shadow graphs (Fig. L-2) 

The areas within the shadows of the shadow graphs were plotted to obtain the graph figure 
L-l, which compares the amount of obscuration for any body station and any angle of 
bank up to 30°.   This has been noted in three ways:   "Percent Area Obscured", which 
Is the ratio in percent of the area obscured to the total area contained In the 85° 
operation hemisphere, In square degrees, and In steradians. 

Figure L-l shows that at any angle of bank the obscuration increases as the antenna mount 
location is moved aft from body station 370 within the range of stationi considered. 
Beyond the range of this graph the amount of obscuration would decrease and then increase 
agoin as the tali surfaces were approached. 
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APPENDIX M 

POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR 

MICROWAVE COMMUNICATION 

SYSTEM 
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APPENDIX N 

DRAWING XHDSX 

MICROWAVE AmSKNA INSTALLATION 

65-17100   Equipment Instl - Microwave Antenna 

65-17102   Microwave Antenna Instl. 

65-17116   Frai^work, Asay of - Microwave Antenna 

69-131«09   Pivot Shafts - Microwave Antenna 

65-17113   Dish Asoy - Microwave Coranunications System 

65-17111»   Feed Antenna 

65-17101*   Gear Box - Assy, of - Elevation Drive - Mlcrowava Antenna 

^j-l'ikOO        Worm piid Worn Wheel Set - Elevation Drive 

Shafts - Elevation & Polarization Drives 

Gear - Synchro, Elevation Drive 

Housings, Bearing, Assy, of - Elevation Drive 

Retainer - Synchro Gear, Elevation Drive 

Cover - Assy or Lower Platform 

Housing - Assy, of Lower Platform 

Details - Lo".- Platform 

Gear - Polarization Drive 

Gear - Azimuth Drive 

Gear - Idler Drive 

Gear - Pinion, Azimuth Drive 

Housir.2 - Assy, of - Polarization Drive 

Housing - Shaft, Polarization Drive 

69-13^06 

69-13^13 

69..I3U11 

69-13)112 

65-17118 

6?-17119 

65-17121 

69-13i-,01 

69-13^02 

69-13^03 

69-13^01+ 

69-13^07 

69-13^05 

66-11375 

69-13^06 

66-11376 

Gear - Idler, Polarization Drive 

Shafts - Elevation and Polarization Drive 

Gear - Pinion, Polarization Drive 
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D^nwlnc ~ndcx - Microwave Antenna Installntlon (Contd.) 

65-17102 (Contd.) 

^-IS^OS   Bearing Retainer - Asey. of 

69-13,»09   Pivot Shafts 

69-1314lO   Support - Bracket 

69-13,*ll»   Tuner - Assy, of 

10-60602   Slip Ring Assy. 

IO-606OO   Wave Guide 

65-17105   Duct Instl - Rodomo Air Conditioning 

66-2955   Washer 

65-17106   Duct Instl - Overhead Distribution - Rework 

65-23068   Joint Ansy - Overhead Distribution Duct 

65-23066   Channels - Overhead Distribution Duct Joint 

65-23067   Bearing Plates - Overhead Distribution Duct Joint 

69-11053   Comer Angle - Overhead Distribution Duet Joint 

69-IIO63   Gasket - Overhead Distribution Duct Joint 

65-17110   Support Instl - Antenna Housing Sta. 660-680 

69-13^18   Doubler 

66-11929   Splice Bar 

65-17117   Power Distribution - Forward 

10-808-5   Relay 

65-17120   Power Distribution - Aft 

65-39Ö93   Bracket Support 

10-883-5   Relay 

66-II922   Panel Instl - Switched DC Bus 

66-11921   Panel Instl - Circuit Breaker Kit 

69-13^16   Power Switch Instl. 
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Dravli .  .? '   : - Mlfiewave AnUnra InnUllailon (Conl^.) 

65-1^22 Ußht Inot]  * SU. W 

fy-imi Falrlnß - Aoey. ol' 

9-660U1 riricard 

50-33^7 ntrueturo InBtl - Ueftcon Light 

^O-JT?1* Fitting - Ifencon Lljtht Drain, Asuy. of 

30-358? Clip - Attach. 

6Q-3196 Support Bracket-Beacon Light 

6O-3256 Retatner Ring - Beacwi Light 

I0'2h6\ H^r^ozvouo Light - Aeey. of 

IO-6O603 Compute 1 

65-17157 Microwave .System Wiring Diagram 

65-171U8 Redome Inatl - MJcrowave Antenna 

69-13^17 Latch - Hndome luppo-t 

69-I3U15 Fitting - Hadonw Support 

D10'0Q6OI Radon« 

65-171^7 Rndrw  - Ar.gy. of Microwave Antenna 

65-16150 Lines - Rndome (REP) 

65-10276 Vent Instl - Pwd, Rsdy Fuel Tank 

63-IOI4OO Oc upper-Cavity Vent Fwd. Body Fuel Tanks 

66-lh2h „'ushion Assy - Sliding Clamp Tube Support 

60-20^2 Suppert Instl - Clamp Vent 

30-1527 Clip 

3f)-158H Strip - Rubbing Fuel Tank Vent Line 

66'''29l8 Bracket Assy - V^nt Line Body Fuel Tanks 

65-12151       Junction B^c Instl - Fwd, Body Fuel Tank Vent 
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Drawing Index - Microvmv? Antenna InstnllatUn (Contd.) 

9~6kOlk        PlAngf» - 3 Inch OD IMbo Gravity Feed 

h 
66'lklh        Cuii*n Assy - Sliding Clamp Tube Support 

69-lte2   Clamp - Sliding - h Inch A/R Line, Assy, of 

^-1435   Anglo - Sliding Clamp Tube Support 

66-l*fö$   Strap Assy - Sliding Clsmp Tube Support 

66-1195   Strap Assy • Sliding Clamp Tube Support 

6$'lk22     Cianp - Sliding - k Inch A/R Line, Assy, of 

66-1^35   Angle - Sliding Clamp Tube Support 

66-U625   Strap Assy - Sliding Clamp Tube Support 

66-1195   Strap Assy - olJcilng Clamp Tube Support 

65-121W   Doubler Instl - FVd. :.Jody Tank Vent Outlet 

65-10275   Outlet Installation Vent • Pwd, Body Ilicl Tank 

65-12151   /unction Box Instl - Fwd. Body Fuel Tank Vent 

9-64(134   Flange - 3 Inch QD Tube Gravity Feed 

90-3225   Cover - Fue\ Tank Vent Outlet, Assy, of 

Scoop - Vent Outlet, Body Fuel Tanks 

Tube Assy. 

69-5C13 

50-313Ö 

69-1768 Tube Assy • Water Drain - Vent Outlet Body 
Fuel Tanks 

65-12150   Tube Assy, of - Fvd. Body Fuel Tank Vent 

69-10594   Bracket - Vent Tube Support 

65-12151   Junction Box Instl - Fwd. Body Tank Vent Outlet 

9-64034   Flange 

10-1650-39   Tube Coupling 

50-6214   Diagram - Lining Thickness and Materials 

66-11932  Refurbishment'-"Micrwave Antenna Instl. 

65-17123  Refurbishment Structure - Microwave Antenna Instl. 

D6-7129   Functional Test Requirements - Microwave Communication System • 
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AfffNOIX   O 

Peripheral Micfowov Invttrlgoftawi 

Several microwove »tchnlqutt nor onttclpot«^ 01 coil«d out In th* Rtqu«it for Proposal 
Kav« been encounfertd by tblt »'«dy, ond art «tntlontd Ke-o for ditcunlont 

1. Noise Generator:   mounted behind tKe antemo I—4 on: oup'od fhftK* jh a directional 
coupler, a gas-tube noise generator could a* uied le meiMure receiver noise figure. 
Mounted on the leading edge of the vertiasl fin, If could be used ID meosv.r* t/stem noise 
figure and antenna gain In flight. 

2. Raciiometen no provisions were mode for o switching Dicke-type radiometer as used 
in radioastronomy.   This could be incorporated info the present detign with some plumbing 
change. 

3. Monopulse pattern: Z ondjf^anfenna patterns might hn useful in determining antenna 
pointing system errors, and in ongle-of-orrlvol meosuremenli.   The oddifionrl losses in a 
hybrid junction and dual (or quadruple) feeds wos comidetffd •XCMIK« for the present 
design. 

4. Polorimiters 50 commonly employ phase-shifters In the main line, but thes* would 
introduce front end losses intolerable in the present system.   This led to the choice of the 
"old-fashioned" but low-lott method of rotating the receiver and antenna around the beam 
axis.   Rapid polarization shifts cannot thus be measured %»!th the chosen polarization-shifter. 

5. Waveguide Cooling:   the high (10-kw) transmifter power will result in waveguide 
heating (100 wott per foot) plus additional hof-ipoti of raury joints, bends, etc.   Because 
of the difficult of passing liquid coolant through rotating woveguide (oints, a forced air 
scheme was tried.   Measurements were mode a* the tempi rafure rise of a section of 
RG-5I/U heated to 100 watts/ff by a 1000-amp 60 cps cu»-enf and cooled by an internal 
air stream.   This work was stopped when if became apporunt that other means of cooling 
would be ad-jquate (Section ll-QO).   However, the techn jue was deemed to be of sufficient 
genera! Interest that the measurements were completed urder Company sponsorship.   A 
report is under preparation. 
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